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PREFACE

The primary intent of this Master Report is to explore a pragmatic 
and easy way for architectural computer modeling. To achieve this 
goal, my method is to compare the most popular modeling program 
, and evaluate their modeling process by creating a same building 
model in them.

After introducing the basic knowledge of computer modeling and its 
programs, the first section starts with three case studies of modeling 
programs widely used in current architectural CAD fields: 
AutoCAD2000, FormZ Renderzone, and SDstudio Viz 2.0. Each 
case study has a brief tutorial for the program and a simplified pro
cedure record for creating a building model.

The second section of the program comparison focuses on the im
portant issues for architectural computer modeling: Interface, mod
eling tools, object creation, object manipulation, and modeling dis
play.

A comparison of the findings brings two aspects toward my con
clusion. First, analyzing the advantage or disadvantage between 
programs will help us to select proper modeling tools for specific 
needs. Second, refining the general aspects of programs will help 
us find a practical and unchangeable way for architectural com
puter modeling. The methods and rules drawn from this report 
may lead people to learn architectural 3D modeling easily and 
quickly.
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CHAPTER I  INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

Currently, various new technologies are bringing a profound revo
lution in almost all fields in the world. At this transition point of new 
century, new geopolitical and economic configurations emerge with their 
consequent influences upon art and society. We are experiencing a pow
erful current of innovation appears to flow in the most traditional of the 
arts: Architecture. No doubt, the dazzling change that we perceive will 
transcend far beyond mere cosmetic, linguistic, or technological issues.

Reviewing the path of this revolution, we can find it started 
from the computer utilization in Architecture. Step by step, computer 
first helped architects to throw away their pencils and drawing board, 
and set up an efficient virtual platform for their drafting. Now, with 
more powerful 3D functions of programs, the design images, which 
are in the architect’s brain, precisely come out on their desktop screen. 
The new ways eventually changed the traditions of architectural 
design. It lets architects get free from intricate and repeated work to 
have more time to focus on their creativity.

11 COMPUTER 3D MODELING AND ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

Though Sculpture and Architecture are the only two artistic fields 
involving three-dimensional creativity. However, certain differences 
between them exist. Sculptors are only concerned with the meanings of 
their works in three-dimensional exterior features, but architects inevi- 

. tably have to involve two faces of three-dimension, the interior space 
and exterior facade. So architects become the only expert to manipulate 
the mass in a three-dimensional level.

Arranging architectural elements in the scope of three-dimen
sional interior and exterior is the main activity during the architectural 
design process. Due to the limitation of imagination for three-dimen
sional space, architects have been using numerous tools, most of them 
are from two-dimensional means, to overcome those kinds of

1



CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

Giovanni Battista Piranesi
The Gothic Arch, published 1749/1750

Giovanni Battista Piranesi 
Fantasy on a Magnificent Triumphal Arch, 

1765

disabilities in their design process. Thus, the media used for this 
exploration has eventually had very important roles for architecture 
development in design manners and building styles. Each significant 
progress of three-dimensional media has had a deep influence on 
Architecture Design. In architectural history, we can find numerous 
traces of interactivity between those media and design styles.

To arrange architectural elements in the scope of three-dimen
sional interior and exterior is the main activity during the architectural 
design process. Due to human brain’s limitation of imagination for 
three-dimension space, architects has been using numerous tools, most 
of them are from two-dimensional ways, to overcome those kinds of 
disabilities in their design process. Thus, the media using for this 
exploration has eventually had very important roles for architecture 
development in design manners and building styles. Each significant 
progress of three-dimension presenting media will have deep influence 
on Architecture Design. Retrospecting the architectural history, we can 
find numerous traces of interactivity between those media and design 
styles.

Two hundred and fifty years ago, Piranesi Career! \  an Italian 
graphic artist, published his powerful work, Carceri dTnvenzione (Imagi
nary Prisons, 1745), which has affected how architects think of space 
ever since its publication. This work contains receptual images of the 
highest order. But less well know are Piranesi’s meticulous analytical/ 
conceptual images. He was skilled at selecting the appropriate graphic 
tool for the task - conceptual images to convey information impossible 
to perceive in perspective. His perspective images communicate the ex
perience of space impossible to view in plan/section/isometric projec
tions, and non-axial distortions of space carefully contrived to elicit an 
often uncomfortable and disorienting response. Likewise, the work of 
Piranesi’successors to Piranesi such as Ledouix, Boullee, and Soane all 
exhibit a balance of conceptual projections to explain architectural ideas, 
with perspective views to allow the viewer to experience space. * 2

1- Piranesi. Giovanni Battista (1720-1778), Italian graphic artist, famous for his engravings and etchings. He created more than

2000 prints of real and imaginary buildings, statues, and ornaments.
2
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Le Corbusier 
Palace o f Soviets 1932

The representational rendering of architectural space has gradu
ally diminished since the 1920s with the Modernist preoccupation with 
analytical images and disdain of the perceptual. Along with detail and 
ornament, early modernists abandoned the representational graphic tech
niques for more abstract imagery. A bias developed against “subjective” 
work that reproduces an individual view of space that might be hard for 
people to understand and accept.

“I f  we analyze the popular resistance to Modern Architecture, 
it appears that one the reasons for this resistance was in Modern 
Architecture’s archaic and deficient representation. Gradual con
struction was the tool o f  Modernism s diffusion. But had it been 
possible to use a more effective medium to communicate its prin
ciples and ideas, its history would surely have been different. ” - 
Oscar Riera Ojeda1

For example, Corbusier’s little perspective line drawings of his 
unbuilt Palace of the Soviets are wonderful images, but it is exceedingly 
difficult to understand from these sketches how the building would actu
ally have been experienced. Mies Van Der Rohe and his contemporaries 
continued to use the perspective to explore basic form, but they used it 
in a conceptual way, through graphic photography, montage, or Minimalist 
line drawings.

Later Modernists often abandoned even the abstract use of per
spective as a viable tool. Scarpa and Kahn, although concerned with 
crafting interior space, light, and materials, produced few perspective 
studies to communicate these qualities. Architects of the past two de
cades or so have usually preferred complexity, irony, and obfuscation to 
clarity. Without feasible ways to make representational images to sup
port these ideals, most of their works have to stay in the academic books 
and sketch papers. Not surprisingly, many buildings of this period lack 
qualities of space and light sufficient to be effectively presented with 
three-dimensional media, as the uninspiring photographs of the built space 
confirm.

1. Piranesi. Giovanni Battista (1720-1778), Italian graphic artist, famous for his engravings and etchings. He created more than 

2000 prints of real and imaginary buildings, statues, and ornaments.
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The deficient communication between architects and clients or 
lay people has led to the development of an alien industry of profes
sional Tenderers outside the architectural profession. They produce a 
biased style and artistically dubious perspectives which might mislead 
architects’ personal taste and understanding.

After the surge of disconnection between architects and their 
three-dimensional skills, the gap was merged by powerful, wide spread 
computer technologies in architectural firms at the very end of 20th 
Century. We are now at the stage where any image can be created 
digitally. The revolution was not only found in Architectural Presenta
tion, but also lived in Architectural Design itself. Computer 3D tech
nology offers the best tool to work with the important design points in 
architecture such as site analysis, space formation, structure, texture 
research, etc. Frank O. Gehry, Eric Owen Moss, Peter Eseinman, 
Morphosis are current Avant Card architects who started early in using 
computers as a necessary media for the form and space research for 
their building style.

Preliminary Design

Design Development

Schematic Design

Programming

Construct Documents

Construction

Working Drawings

We can say computer utilization in architecture has become the 
peak of design media since architects started their profession. Its revolu
tionary effects exist through the whole architectural design process.
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In most architectural design, the total scope of the project 
involves seven steps including Programming, Schematic Design, 
Preliminary Design, Design Development, Working Drawings, Con
tract Documents, and Construction. The computer utilization first 
began with CAD drafting which is especially useful in the last part of 
the process, Working Drawings and Construct Documents. It brought 
efficiency and freedom for the large amount of repeated drafting 
works. The fast development of technology quickly pushed this effi
ciency and freedom to the early phases. Schematic Design, Prelimi
nary Design and Design Development. In these three design phases, 
there are design activities exceeding the needs o f drafting, which 
involve three-dimensional element research, color, texture, light, and 
structure analysis. Corresponding to this difference, the computer 
technology hosted in the programs, also be called Digital Media, has 
related functions to support these design activities by 3D Modeling, 
Image Rendering, Desktop Publishing, and Multimedia Presentations 
with Animation and Virtual Reality.

' During the design process, a simple 3D Modeling can be 
quickly created from the primary information of the design elements. 
Then, it will be developed continuously by adding interior space and 
exterior details right along with the progress of the design, and eventu
ally it will reach the clear image for final presentation. Image Render
ing is based on 3D Digital Model. Different material and light can be 
assigned to a model and get presented as a rendering image. Desktop 
Publishing especially works for presentation. It can be used to com
bine the Rendering with an actual background picture to show a real 
site view of building. It can put color to or repair the rendering image 
to fit any needs in presentation. Animation comes from a series of 
rendering images. The camera, a digitized human eye, moves around 
or inside a 3D Model to create animation for space sequence or site 
research. Virtual Reality has the same theory as Animation, which also 
comes from rendering images. Like Quicklime VR, it puts different 
angled images in around a circle of 360° . The watcher can see a real 
time view of building and environment at a virtual center position. All 
of the means above have changed the traditional methods in the design 
process and have given architects more power to express their ideas 
and control the whole design procedure.

5
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Although technology gives architects various Digital Media 
choices, we can still find a superior factor, the importance of 3D Model
ing, among them. That is to say, 3D Modeling is the base for the other 
digital media. If we take a look at the media production process, this fact 
will be easily found.

Every rendering image comes from a rendering process of a 3D 
digital model. Desktop Publishing can only working with the rendering 
images. Animation is a combination of sequence renderings of a 3D 
model, as well as Quicklime VR. So without 3D Modeling, the con
nection between design information and computer processing is 
broken. For the reasons of above, we can say 3D Modeling is an 
inputting procedure of design information. Only after the success of 
this step, the computer can start manipulating information and help 
architects to improve the design idea.

Thus, 3D Modeling is the key issue for all computer application 
in Architecture. Those architects, who want to utilize computer as 
their tools in design, they must start with 3D Modeling. Thus, how to 
easily create a 3D Architectural Model will be the main issue for 
computerized design media. As the topic of this report, I wish through 
understanding the basic theory and the typical process of 3D Modeling 
will offer an easy way to grasp this skill of creating a 3D Architectural 
Model, and eventually bring new methods for the future of Architec
tural Design.

1.2 3D MODELING PROGRAMS USING IN ARCHITECTURE

The digital media used in Architecture design works through 
different programs. When the program runs, the position of each point 
transfers to a series manipulation of coordination numbers, which have 
X,Y, and Z values. The points comprise a line, and the lines comprise 
a solid. The transformation of a 3D model involves a large amount of 
information storing and high-speed processing. It gives a strict require
ment for computer hardware.

In 1965, Gordon Moore, one of the founders of Intel Co., 
raised the standards for the hardware industry: Roughly every 18
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months, the number of circuits that fits on a chip doubles, while the 
price remains the same. Since then, hardware developing has never 
left this extremely booming pace. The CPU speed increased from 
20MHZ in the beginning of the 90s’ to currently over 850MHZ, and 
it will get to 1 GHZ in the near future. The RAM capacity reached 
256M from 256K, and the Hard Drive advanced from 512M to 30G. 
The increase of hardware resolves any problem on the requirements 
of 3D Modeling. Ten years ago. Computer Aided Design was only an 
affordable technique for large architectural firms. Today, there is no 
architect who does not use computers for his/her design. The hard
ware preparation for 3D Modeling has become ordinary. Any current 
machine will have the competence to do that job. The minimum 
settings (in 1999) should be:

200 MHz MMX Pentium or above CPU, 512k L2 cache.
64 MB SDRAM, 2 GB hard drive.
20x or faster CD-ROM.
High-resolution graphics adapter with 2 MB video RAM. 
High-resolution color display with viewable area o f 15" or 
larger.

Comparing hardware, although 3D modeling programs were 
not developed quickly, they still met all architectural needs within 20 
years. The first 3D Architectural model was shown at COMDEX in 
1984, where Duff Kurland from AutoDesk put simple 3D solid pieces 
together for the introduction of AutoCAD 3D Level 1. Later on, these 
preliminary 3D functions with AutoCAD2.1 started being shipped out 
in AutoDesk in 1985. Step by step, AutoDesk put its fully developed 
3D suite in AutoCAD 10 of 1988. In 1990, another 3D program, 3D 
Studio, also came out from AutoDesk. It is the ancestor of the current 
3 DM AX and 3D VIZ, which include rendering and animation func
tions as well as very good 3D modeling.

With the same pace of AutoCAD, another two companies also 
included 3D as a useful feature in their CAD programs. Actually, the 
first 3D CAD program on PC was ArchiCAD, which is from Graphisoft 
Co. It appeared several months earlier than AutoCAD2.1. ArchiCAD 
is famous for its architecture-oriented software, mainly focused on the 
necessities of architects.

AutoDesk first 3D model 
A comer of a office, 1984
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In 1985, MiniCAD by DiehlGraphsoft had its first version, which 
had 3D functions only for the Macintosh machine. Its 2D drafting func
tion was added later to MiniCAD, which reversed the trend of other 
CAD programs. In 1991, another Macintosh based 3D program, Form-Z 
by Auto-Des-Sys Inc., was first released. Only two years later, it became 
the best 3D modeling program, especially in academic fields. Bentley’s 
MicroStation had its first 3D function in early 90s’, and its advanced 
solid modeling functions in 1995.

Currently, all of the 3D modeling programs above have been 
widely used in architectural fields and cover 90% percent market.
Each program has reached its fully developed functions and rather 
complicated manipulations to reach different types of clients. Gener
ally, the 3D Modeling program users are divided in two types, one 
from architectural schools, and one from architectural firms. In Archi
tectural schools, 3D modeling programs are connected directly to 
architectural education. Today, every NAAB accredited school has 
started teaching Architectural Computing courses in their classes, and 
3D modeling is one of the important components of these courses.

Recently, I made a simple survey for 3D Modeling programs 
education through the Internet. I visited the 110 NAAB Accredited 
schools’ websites, and found useful information from 37 of these sites 
(Appendix I). In the chart below, we notice there are three programs 
made a simple survey for 3D Modeling programs education through

3D Modeling Programs Using In Architectural Schools

8



the Internet. I visited those 110 NAAB Accredited schools’ website, 
and found useful information from 37 sites of them (The result is 
listed in Appendix I). In the chart of below, we notice there are three 
programs widely taught and used in schools. AutoCAD is used in 27 
schools (73%); 3DMAX in 20 schools (54%), and Form-Z in 25 
schools (67.6%). Most schools teach more than one program in each 
class. Those programs offer wide range for 3D modeling.

CHAPTER I  INTRODUCTION_____________________________________________

3D Modelng Programs Using In Architectural Firms 
B TOTAL FIRM NUMBS? 60

The use of 3D programs at architectural firms is similar to that in 
schools. I reviewed two books, which discuss computer applications in 
the architectural firms (Appendix II), Digital Architecture1 by M. Saleh 
Uddin and Hyper-Realisticity^ by Ojeda & Guerra, The survey covered 
a range from large architectural design enterprises to sole-practice ar
chitecture firms. The information in those firms typically represents the 
current state of computer use nation wide. Through the survey from those 
two books, I found, although 3D Modeling programs are varied by the 
size of firms, the chart shows the programs still focus those three ones, 
AutoCAD with 33 (55%), 3DMAX(3DStudio) with 26 (43.3%), and 
Form-Z with 25 (41.7%). The other programs had lower usage rates: 
Microstation was used in 15% of firms, ArchiCAD in 6.7%, and MiniCAD 
in 10%).

The reasons for the wide application of AutoCAD, 3D MAX 
and Form-Z in architecture are their easily manipulated features and 1 2

1. M. Saleh Uddin, 1999. Digital Architecture New York: McGraw-Hill
2. Oscar Riera Ojeda & Lucas H. Guerra, 1996. Hyper-Realistic, Computer Generated Architectural Renderings

New York: McGraw-Hill
9
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powerful functions. Today, we know AutoCAD and Form-Z are two 
typical representations of programs in PC and MAC. They all took 
advantage of these systems and are developed perfectly for the require
ments of 3D Modeling. First, AutoCAD was widely used in design 
firms because of its powerful drafting functions. By the job market 
needs, architectural schools started introducing it to their students. 
Later on, its powerful 3D functions pushed it to become a classical 
program in architecture. Form-Z developed in the opposite way. It was 
first introduced in architectural schools because of its “architectural- 
thinking” mode process. After large amounts of students graduated 
from schools, it also became popular in the firms. The 3D MAX with 
AutoCAD is a serial product of AutoDesk. It inherited characteristics 
of AutoCAD and its broad functions to become a widely used pro
gram. 3DVIZ is also a developed style of 3DMAX. It is more 
architecturalized. There are a lot of special architectural functions in 
3DVIZ.

Since those three programs cover most parts of the architec
tural profession, they are the best choices for architectural 3D model
ing research. The methods of this research are a series of modeling 
case studies, which make a comparison of the AutoCAD, 3DVIZ 
(3DMAX), and Form-Z modeling programs. While we become famil
iar with their modeling process, and through their comparison, the 
useful program functions will be learned. Finally, a pragmatic way for 
architectural 3D Modeling will be discussed.
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CHAPTER II 3D MODELING CASE STUDY

My comparison of 3D Modeling programs started with 
creating the same building model in AutoCAD, 3DVIZ, and Form- 
Z. This method set up similar criteria for each program toward the 
same goal. During the model creation, their modeling procedures 
were the same, but the manner of each step was different. Under 
these circumstances, difference could be easily pointed out. By 
evaluating the program features found in modeling, a reliable 
method was determined to create architectural 3D models easily 
and quickly.

For this comparison, the building chosen for modeling 
became another issue, since this building should have enough 3D 
geometry information and be a representation of other buildings. In 
order to find an exact type of building for the research into 3D 
modeling, we must understand what 3D geometry we have in 
architecture.

2.1 ARCHITECTURAL GEOMETRY: INFORMATION PREPAR
ING FOR 3D MODELING BUILDING

3D modeling is the process of putting different architectural 
pieces and shapes together to form a virtual digitized building 
frame in the computer. Those shapes and pieces are basic elements 
of the model. I call them Architectural Geometry.

There are numerous shapes existing in Architectural Geom
etry. Architectural Geometry comes from the natural world, but has 
been refined by architects. A building is a man-made object that 
has to obey the regulation of physical world. The structural factors 
limit the possibility of Architectural Geometry in the scope of 
certain shapes. Although this restriction means buildings can not be 
like a free style painting on an artist’s canvas, it means a simplified 
process for architectural 3D modeling.

11
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Architectural Geometry consists of building elements including 
walls, columns, windows, stairs, railings, roofs, slats, etc. The shapes 
of those elements decide the basic forms of Architectural Geometry. 
From the view of architecture, those shapes can be delineated in two 
ways. One is uses basic solid forms. The other uses 2D projection.

The basic solid forms include the cube (box), cylinder, sphere, 
cone, pyramid, helix, wedge, tube, torus, etc. Those forms exist widely 
as architectural elements. We can find most of them are in the shapes 
of cubes and cylinders. Spheres and cones are found in walls and 
roofs. Pyramids and wedges are used for walls and building exterior 
shapes. Some special forms such as the helix, tube, torus are seldom 
used in designs for building. Using a combination of these basic solid 
forms sets up a building contour and add up to become details.

Although using solid forms can create most parts of a building 
model, there are still some shapes such as irregular straight or curved 
walls that are lost in those methods. For these shapes, 2D projection is a  
good way to delineate them. Most solids can be created from a 2D-sec- 
tion plane projecting their height dimension. Parallel projection and cen
tral projection are the two systems that are capable of portraying the 3D  
nature of an object. A regular value in one dimension with an irregular 
2D section are the features for many architectural elements. Even a spe
cial curved surface still belongs to 2D projection solid.

Since Architectural Geometry includes all of the above fea
tures, the research of 3D modeling will focus only on the creation of 
those shapes. My building used for this 3D modeling research must 
have enough information to be an archetype of Architectural Geom
etry. On the other hand, in order to avoid a redundant record of model
ing and a large amount of repeated information, the building also can 
not be too complicated. Considering those two factors, I selected a 
single house building, Saltzman House ̂  designed by Richard Meier, to  
be the typical model for my case study (Related drawings in Appendix 
III).

1 : Richard Meier & Joseph Rykwert 1984. Richard Meier Architects, P 39 -  45 New York: Rizooli 

12
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East Elevation View

Northeast Side View

West Side Corridor View

South Elevation View

North Elevation View

1 : Richard Meier & Joseph Rykwert 1984. Richard Meier Architects, P 3 9 -4 5  New York: Rizooli

13



CHAPTER II 3D MODELING CASE STUDY___________________________________________
Most of the time, before we make a 3D model, fairly clear 

information of plans, elevations and sections must be acquired or 
inputted into a certain program. This information can be used 
directly for the 3D modeling. So in my case study, I have supposed 
that these elements have been set up in each program, and the case 
study starts at the period of wall erecting. (All the 2D drawing 

Northwest Side View information is stored in attached CD in DXF, or DWG format,
including plan drawings, elevation, and section.)

14
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2.2 Case study modeling for AutoCAD 2000

2.2.1 AutoCAD 2000 Interface Introduction

©
J* A u to C A D  T W e  - d

different icons can get highlighted names.
(5) Object Properties Toolbar: Showing current object properties including Layers, 

Colors, Line weight, and Line types. Clicking each one can change those 
properties.

(4) Toolbars: Can be dragged to any floating position. Right clicking mouse recalls 
different toolbars.

Viewport Windows: Clicking each windows area to highlight and activate a viewport. 
Mouse Cursor: Adjusting size by “Crosshair' from top menu Tool -Option -Display.
Drawing Display

(8) UCS Icon: User Coordination System icon shows X, Y axis direction in current view.
(9) Command Prompt: Showing current commands. Dragging edge line to adjust size.
@  Model and Paper Space Control: Switching between Model and Paper space mode. 
(Q) Precision Tools: Clicking each one to activate or deactivate one mode. Right clicking

mouse to setting tools.

©
©
©
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2.2.2 AutoCAD 2000 Modeling Process
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Figure.2.1.2

ATCD-1 IMPORT FILES (0.5m 2) 
INSTRUCTION:

DXF file is basic drawing format which can be 
accepted by any 3D Modeling Program. Since the plans 
and elevations has been gained before Modeling process, 
their information will be used directly in Modeling, and 
their drawings will be easily imported by DXF-format 
files. Import it to be a base for modeling is the goal of this 
step.
STEPS:
1. DXFIN : Import DXF file tkplan.dxf’from CD.

ATCD-2: Preset Modeling Environment (4.0m) 
INSTRUCTION:

A proper setting of drawing environment will save 
time to create model.
STEPS:
1. Set views:

a. View-Viewports-Sviexvports *: Right.
b. View-3Dview-SE Isometric: Set right viewport to 

Isometric View.
c. Tool-Orthographic UCS-Front, PLAN - Cur

rent.: Set lower-left viewport to Front View.
2. Set Toolbars:

a. Right click mouse on Toolbar, pick “customize...” 
(Fig.2.1.1)

b. Checking boxes: 3D ORBIT5, SOLIDS, SOLID 
EDITING, VIEWPORTS. Move them to left side.
3. Setting Precision fools:
a. Put mouse on Tools icon, right click mouse and click 

“settings to get option box.(Fig 2.1.2)

1. ATCD-I : AutoCAD 2000 process 1.
2. 0.5m: 0..5 minute. It is the period time spend for this step. It is also base on my skillful technique with AutoCAD Modeling.
3. DXFIN: Underline text is typing in command.
4. View- Viewports-3viewports: Italic text is Top menu command.

5 .3D ORBIT: Bold text is the selecting name showing in screen.
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b. Check “Endpoint”, “Intersection”, “Exten
sion”, “Perpendicular" from Object Snap.

c. Click “Snap and Grid”, set snap x,y space and 
grid x,y space to 1”. (Fig2.1.3)
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Figure. 2.1.5

4. Set Working Layers
a. Click ^  to get Layer dialogue box.
b. Click “New" to create four layers: structure, 

w indow , frames, and temp.
c. Layer properties setting
structure: color-white, setting to “current" 
window: color-green; frames: color-yellow 
plan-structure: lock; plan-window: lock 
temp, lock Then clicking “OK" (Fig. 2.1.4)

ATCD-3: Making Columns (3.5m) 
INSTRUCTION:

Every closed Pline can be extruded to 3D solid, 
so does the circle. An extruded circle is a column.
TOOLS: Q  , , ;oMho, (osnap , iomSac
STEPS:

1. Create circles for columns on plan.
a. CIRCLE: Osnap to “center", create a circle 

according to plan position and size. (Fig 2.1.5)
b. COPY: Making copies to columns positions.

>
<

.
if*

• <

Figure. 2.1.6

2. Extrude columns
a. EXTRUDE: Selecte all new circles, extrude 

them to 2 V high. (Fig. 2.1.6)
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Figure. 2.1.7
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Figure. 2.1.8

ATCD-4: Create wall SWL-2 1 (5.5m) 
INSTRUCTION:

Every model can be created in any plane besides 
floor plan. Changing the coordination system can create 
walls on Elevation plane directly. Tracing the outline and 
making it closed, then extruding it to be a solid wall is the 
easy way for those irregular-edge walls on a certain 
plane.

TOOLS: Q , . g t ,  QJ,!ORTHO, (OSNAP, lOTRACK 
STEPS:
1. Insert North Elevation in front view.

a. Tools-Orthonographic UCS-Front: Changing 
UCS to southt elevation.

b. Click lower left view to activate it.
c. Insert-block-browse: to find file 

“South.dwg’Trom CD , and then insert it on upper 
position of ground level by scale 1:1.
2. Create wall.

a. PLINE: Tracing the edge of SWL-2 to be a 
closed pline. (Fig.2.1.7)

b. MOVE: Move tracing line to its position in 
Right View using Osnap.

c. EXTRUDE: Extrude pline by-6” high in 
lower left viewport. (Fig.2.1.8)

ATCD-5 Creating Window SW-11, SW-12 on
SWL-2 (10.0 m)

INSTRUCTION:
Closed-pline extruding is the best way to create 

wall, just as last step. In order to make exact position of 
wall outline, imported Elevation drawings can be put on 
the floor plan first, then trace the exact endpoint of wall 
outline by snapping the Endpoints, finally, extrude it by 
thickness to finish wall.

I .SWL-2 : Wall names and numbers are according to the drawings in APPENDIX 111.
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Figure. 2.1.9

Figure.2.1.10

Figure. 2.1.11

TOOLS: Q , , g t .  i ORTHO ̂ (OSNAP* lot RACK

STEPS:
1. Create window profile lines.

a. PLINE: Trace each window edge to make two 
closed pline.

b. MOVE: Move two plines to right position 
above the ground by Osanp endpoint in Right View.
2. Make windows holes.

a. EXTRUDE: Extrude two pline to -10” high in 
lower left viewport.

b. SUBTRACT: Use SWL-2 block subtract two 
window boxes. (Fig. 2.1.9)

3. Make windows.
a. PLINE: Turn off (chsnap. Trace window 

frames by 2” Line width in Front View. (Fig.2.1.10)
b. Properties J p : Select frames and change 

thickness to 2”.(The object properties include
c. MOVE: Move window face and frames to 1” 

North in Upper Left Top View.
d. Properties Change frames to layer 

frames.

ATCD-6 Create wall SWL-1, SWL-3 and EW 11 
(10.0M).
INSTRUCTION:

Last two steps create walls by tracing wall 
elevation outline, then extruding by thickness. This step 
will make another way, and it is also a reasonable and 
normal way: tracing wall outline at Floor Plan, then 
extrude it by wall Height.
TOOLS: Q , , £ t ,  Q±, <%, |ORTHO, (OSNAP, Iotrack• 

STEPS:
1. Create wall profile lines.

a. Pline: Trace SWL-1 edge in Top View.
b. Pline: Trace SWL-3 and EW-11 wall line in 

Right-side View. (Fig. 2.1.11)
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Figure. 2.1.12

Figure. 2.1.13

2. Extrude walls.
a. Extrude: Extrude SWL-1 pline by 8’ high in 

Top View. So does SWL-3 pline by 16’ high.
3. Creating EW-11

a. PLINE: Create window profile line in Right 
View. (Fig. 2.1.12)

b. Properties : Change elevation to 5’9”.
c. EXTRUDE: Extrude pline to V-l 0” high in 

Top View.
d. COPY: Make a copy on window solid in same 

position.
e. SUBTRACT: Subtract solid from SWL-3. 

Subtract solid copy from SWL-2.
4. Create EW-11 frame.

a. Tool-Orthonography UCS-Right: Change 
lower left viewport to Right UCS.

h. PLAN - Current: Set view to Right.
c. PLINE: Trace window hole line to make frame 

profile line by 2” width.
d. Properties Change Thickness to 2” .
e. MOVE: Move frame pline to right position in 

TopView. (Fig. 2.1.13)

ATCD-7 Creating Wall EWL-1 (6.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

This step will use the same creation way as steps 
ofATCD-4,5. Creating wall outline on Elevation plane, 
then extruding by thickness.
TOOLS: Q  , g t ,  QJ, fowMO, Iusnap, Fo'track

STEPS:
1. Insert East Elevation

a. Insert-Block: Insert file “east.dwg” to 
outside edge of SWL-2 in lower left East View.

b. MOVE: Move it up a little bit.
2. Trace EWE-1 profile line.

a. PLINE: Trace EWL-1 edge line in East View.
b. MOVE: Move it to exact position on Ground

20
level in Right View. (Fig. 2.1.14)
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Line

Figure. 2.1.16

3. Make wall
a. EXTRUDE: Extrude pline to -6’* high in East View.

ATCD-8 Create Windows on EWL-1 (15.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

The inputted Elevation drawings are still useful in 
windows' creation. The main command will be used is 
Subtract. Using Pline-extruding to create window blocks 
first, then Subtract them from wall. Be sure, the window 
blocks must thicker than wall and the position must across 
the wall.

TOOLS: Q , , £ t ,  Q?,|oemo» Io$Nap> Sotrack 
STEPS:
1. Trace window profile lines

a. PLINE: Trace each window edge line in Front
View.

b. MOVE: (Creating a helping line for Osnap) 

Move window outlines to exact position in Right View.
Erase helping line. (Fig.2.1.15)

c. COPY: Make copies to all window outlines at 
same position.
2 Creating window holes.

a. EXTRUDE: Extrude window outlines at 
-10” high in Front View.

b. Subtract: Subtract window solids from EWL-
1.
3. Create window frames

a. | 2 J  #f' i3 n  frames : Grip all window
outlines left and Change them to layer frame. Set current 
layer to frame. Freeze ̂  layer structure.

b. OFFSET: Offset each line to inside direction 
by distance 1” . Erase outside lines.

c PEDIT: Change window plines’ width to 2” . 
d: PLINE Draw center frame pline at width 2”. 
e: CHANGE - Properties - Thickness: Select 

all window plines and change thickness to 2” .
f: Thaw layer structure and set back to current.

(Fig. 2.1.16)
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Open space trace pline.

Figure. 2.1.17 Trace wall outline first.

- * . •< H 4 V K •> 1 - »

Figure. 2.1.18

Wall Tracing Line

Figure. 2.1.19

ATCD-8 Create Curve Wall EWL-2 (7.0IVI) 
INSTRUCTION:

The wall EWL-2 is a curve wall. It will only be 
created from Pline extruding by Height. Making two 
closed Plines, one is out-line, one is inner-line. When 
extruding them, make inner-line higher than out-line, so it 
will be complete subtract from out-line. Subtract is the 
last step.
TOOLS: g t ,  QJ, fomNO, fOSNAP, Rhaack

STEPS:
1. Create outside block and inside lines.

a. PLINE: Trace wall ourtline.(Fig. 2.1.17)
b. Properties Raise outline to 7’4” high in 

Elevation.
c. COPY: Make two copies with outline.

d. Properties A p : Raise two copied plines to 16 ' 
and 7’10” high in Elevation.

e. EXTRUDE: Extrude first pline to 12’ high.
2. Make inside wall and cover.

a. EXTRUDE: Extrude 16 -elevation pline to 6 "  
high, and extrude 7’4” pline to 12’ high.

b. SUBTRACT: Subtract 7’4” pline from first
solid.
3. Finish wall shape

a. PLINE: Trace open space line at west side o f 
wall in Top View.

b. Properties : Change its Elevation to 16'8”
c. EXTRUDE: Extrude pline to 6’
d. SUBTRACT: Subtract new solid from EWL-

2. (Fig. 2.1.18)

ATCD-9 Creatie Wall NWL-2, NWL-3,
WWL-8 (15.0 M)

INTRUCTION:
Do the same process as ATCD-8 for the walls. 

TOOLS: Q, Of, 1'orTho. Iosnap. ioTRAck
STEPS:
1. Wall Solid Creating.

a. PLINE: Trace line as shown in (Fig. 2.1.19).
22
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Pline

Figure. 2.1.20

b. EXTRUDE: Extrude to 14’-7” high.
c. SUBTRACT: Subtract from first solid
d. EXTRUDE: Extrude to 25’-8” high.
e. UNION: Make wall solid union with NWL-6.

2. Finish whole shape.
a PLINE: Create south part subtract pline. (Fig.

2 . 1.20)

___________________________ AutoCAD 2000

Figure. 2.1.21

Plinel

Pline2 '

PlineS
Figure. 2.1.22

Figure. 2.1.23

d: PLINE: Create pline as shown (Fig. 2.1.21).
e. : Change elevation to 19’-4”.
f. EXTRUDE: Extrude to 3’-6” high.
g. SUBTRACT: Subtract from first solid.

h. PLINE Draw Pline as shown (Fig.2.1.22).
i. : Change elevation to 8’-4”.

i EXTRUDE to 6 -10 '
k. SUBTRACT: it from wall solid.
l. Ciew-Shade-GouraudShade: (Fig. 2.1.23)

ATCD-10 Create windows holes of NW-12,NW- 
22, VVW-22, WVV-21 on Wall NWL-2,

NWL-3, WWL-8. ( 14.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

Make closed Plines by tracing window outlines 
on elevation. Then extrude them accross the walls, then 
subtract them from walls.
IO O L S: Qa , Q J , |ORTHO' lOSNAP, HoTrack

STEPS:

1. NW-12, NW-13, ND-13:
a. PLINE: to trace window holes on plan.
b. COPY: to make a copy to NW-12 pline.
c. Ap: elevation to 2”.
d. EXTRUDE: to 7’-2” high.
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Figure. 2.1.24

Tracing pline

Figure. 2.1.25

2. NW-21:
a. PLINE: to trace window hole which is 9’-5” 

wide from edge of WWL-8.
b. : elevation to IV.
c. EXTRUDE: to 11 ’-8” high.

3. NW-22:
a. : Change elevation of the copy of N W-12

pline to8’-8"
c EXTRUDE: to 15’ high.

4. WW-22;
a. PLINE: to be sure to cover whole area of 

WW-22 on plan.
b. â  : elevation to IV.
e. EXTRUDE: to 3* high.

5. Finish window holes
a SUBTRACT: Subtracing window solid from 

wall solid. (Fig. 2.1.24).

ATCD-10 Create windows frames of NW-12, NW- 
22, WW-22, WW-21.(18.0M)
INSTRUCTION:

Do the same process as the last step ATCD-9. 

TOOLS: Q  , g t ,  Or. !§ , Q ,|o m ;HO J osnap,

[OiRACK

STEPS:
1. Grip(clicking objects without command) all Typing 3 

to save current viewports.
objects in layer structure except wall created last 
process. Changie them to layer temp.
2. Set views

a. View-viewports-New Viewports-New Name:
b. Viewports [Q: Set lower left Back View to full

screen.
2. Make frames ofNW-13, NW-12, NW-22 and N D - 

13.
a. PLINE: Trace window outlines by Osnap in 

2” width.
b. OFFSET: Make offset to outlines by 2" 

distance, then ERASE first outlines.

24
c. PLINE: Finish outlines as shown (Fig. 2.1.25)
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Tracing 
pline \

i , j  j

Figure. 2.1.26

Figure. 2.1.27

d. : Grip new plines and change Thickness to
2” .

3. Making frames of WW-21 and WW-22.
a. Viewports IQ: Restore previous viewports

save 3.
b. PLINE: In Top View, make one 2” wide pline 

along the position of ww-22 at outside edge of 
WWL8.(Fig. 2.1.26).

c. : Change Thickness to 2”, Elevation to IV-
2” .

d. COPY: Make a copy to rise 2’-10” above 
previous pline at Back View.

e. Tools-Orthonographic UCS-Left: Change 
lower left view to Left View. PLAN-Current ucs.

f. PLINE: Trace ww-21 outline and ww-22 right 
edge to 2" wide pline.

g. OFFSET. ERASE. : Do the same as step
2.

4. Adjuste position of frames.
MOVE: Move frames at exact position in Top 

View. (Fig. 2.1.27).

ATCD-11. CREATE WALLS OF NWL-1, WWL-
4.WWL-3. (6.0 M)
INSTRUCTION:

Tracing 
pline \

Since NWL-1, WWL-3 and WWL-4 are 
opened in First Floor level, they need to take that parts 
out by subtracting a 8* high block.

TOOLS: Q , , f t ,  Q±, g g .  □ . ( omHo.Io s w ,

i orRACK

STEPS:
1. Cut WWL-8:

a. PLINE: (Fig. 2.1.28) 
h. EXTRUDE: 8" high 
c. SUBTRACT: from WWL-8.

Figure. 2.1.28
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Tracing 
pline ^

2. Create walls.
n r i i i

a PLINE: (Fig. 2.1.29)
b. EXTRUDE: 16’ hitzh

Figure. 2.1.29

ATCD-12 CREATE WINDOWS OFWW-12, WW-
11, NW-11, AND DOORS OF ND-11, WD-12, WD- 
13 (15.01V1)
INSTRUCTION:

Tracing

Figure. 2.1.30

Figure. 2.1.31

Tracing
.pline

Using the same way to create doors as creating 
windows. Making a door outline first, and extruding it to 
be a solid, then subtract it from wall.

TOOLS: Q , , f t , Q?, |g ,  (oftTHO,(osnap,
OfRACK
STEPS:

1. Leave only WWL-8 on screen.
a |f 2 a  frames 3  : Grip other 3D

object except the wall created in ATCD-11. Change them 
to Layer temp.
2. Create frames ofND-11, NW-11

a. PLINE OFFSET, ERASE: Draw a series 2" 
plines as shown (Fig. 2.1.30).

b. Jp: Change thickness of plines to 2”.
c. MOVE: Adjust position in Top View.

3. Create frames of WD-12, WD-13, WW-12, WW-
1 1 .

a. Tools-Orthonographic UCS-Left: Change 
UCS to west elevation at lower left viewport. PLAN- 
Current.

b PLINE OFFSET ERASE COPY.
Great pline as shown (Fig. 2.1.31), and follow steps of 
previous one. Width=2”, Thickness=2”

c. MOVE: Adjust position in Top View. (Fig.
2.1.31)
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Figure. 2.1.32

Figure. 2.1.33

Figure. 2.1.34

d. [ |Q : Bring back previous viewports.(Fig.
2.1.32)

ATCD-13 CREATING WWL-1, SWL-1, WD21, 
W Dll.(lOM )
INSTRUCTION:

When creating model, the three-dimensional view 
should be changed according to certain direction wall’s 
position. Each viewing angle can be saved by creating 
new viewname. So next time, when using this angle view, 
it can be quickly restored.The walls on each floor can be 
created separately. After finish the walls on this floor, they 
can assembled by moving it to certain position and height 
which is correspondent to plan.

T O O L S:Q ,, g t .  Q?, g .  Q , (ORIHO- (OSRSP.
lOTRAtX

STEPS:
1. Setting Views

a. a : Thaw the layer temp.
b. Vlew-SD view-SJV View: Changing right side 

viewport.
c. IQ : Create new viewname SW.

2. Repaire WWL-8.
a. PUNE. MOVE:Trace a Pline in Second 

Floor Plan. (Fig.2.1.33).
b. MOVE: Move to Modeling Plan. (Fig. 2.1.34)
c. J p : Elevation to 6’-6”. 
d EXTRUDE: 8MT.
e. UNION Union with WWL-8.

3. Create WD-11, WD-21.
a PUNE y  EXTRUDE. SUBTRACT: 

Trace WD-11 Pline in plan, change elevation to 2”, 
extrude to 6 -4% subtract it from WWL-1. (Fig. 2.1.34)
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Figure. 2.1.35

.. i.i

frame
plines

Figure. 2.1.36

b PUNK. MOVE. EXTRUDF SUB
TRACT : Trace WD-21 Pline in the Second Floor plan, 
move it to Modeling plan, change elevation to 8’- 2”, 
extrude to 6’-4 \ subtract it from WWL-l.(Fig. 2.1.35)

4. Create window frames.
a. View-Shacle-2D wireframe: Set wireframe 

show in right side viewport.
b. PLINE: Trace 2” wide pline as frames.

c. : Change Thickness to 2”.
d. MOVE: Move them to exact position from 

Top View. (Fig. 2.1.36)

ATCD-14 CREATING FLOORS. (23.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

Making floors is the same as making wall. Trace 
the floor outline, then extrude it to floor thickness.

TOOLS: Q , . f t ,  Q ±, H g, □ .(o A fS o Jo s iw ,

! O fR A C K

2nd floor pline

Figure.23.1.37

STEPS:
1. Make Second Floor.

a. PLINE: Trace the Second 
Floor as a closed pline in Second Floor 
Plan..(Fig. 2.1.37)

b. A^*: Change elevation to 7’-

6” .

c. EXTRUDE: Extrude pline to
6” high.

d. PLINE: Trace blank area.
e. EXTRUDE: Extrude to 9’
f. SUBTRACT: Subtract from 

first slab.

28 2nd floor pline
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Figure.23.1.38

g. MOVE: Move to modeling plan.(Fig. 2.1.38)

rd floor pline

2. Make Third Floor.

a. PLINE. A;jp. EXTRUDE: Create floor slab
in Third Floor Plan as the steps of above to 15’-6” in 
elevation, and 6" in height. (Fig. 3.1.39)

b. MOVE: Move it to modeling plan. (Fig.
2.1.40).

Figure. 2.1.40
....

• -V  HEK" Figure. 2.1.41
1 9  > —----- s'

3. Make Roof.

a. PLINE. . EXTRUDE: Create floor slab
in Third Floor Plan as the steps of above to 23’-6” in 
elevation, and 6" in height. (Fig. 2.1.41) *

*
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Figure. 2.1.42

.‘t& ( ........ ^

Figure. 2.1.43

Figure. 2.1.44

AutoCAD 2000

b. MOVE: Move it to modeling plan. (Fig.
2.1.42).

ATCD-15 CREATING EW-31, EW-32, NW-31, 
EWL-4, EWL-3 (15.0 M)
INSTRUCTION:

Using the same way as before to create walls and 
windows.
TOOLS:Q ,, g t ,  Q*. g ,  Q ,! ortho,Iosnap,

for rack

STEPS:
1. Create wall blocks.

a. Q .  Vie\v-Shade-2D Wireframe, View-3D 
views-NW view, Tools-Orthonographic UCS-Top: Set 
right side viewport to NW view and to be wireframe 
showing.

b. PL1NE. EXTRUDE: I race plines to all 
walls at the Third Floor Plan (Fig. 2.1.43), change 
elevation to 16’, extrude to 9’-5”high.
2. Create windows.

a PUNE, y  EXTRUDE: make plineas 
shown (Fig. 2.1.44), change elevation of NW-21 and 
EW-32 to 19’-0”, then extrude to 3 -10 ” high; change 
elevation of EW-31 to 16”-0”, extrude to 6”-10” high.

b. SUBTRACT: Subtract windows from walls. 
(Fig.2.1.45).

30
Figure. 2.1.45
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Figure. 2.1.47

3. Create window frames.
a. Tools-Orthonographic UCS-Left: Change 

UCS to Left.
b PUNK. OFFSET. ERASE. IF:Trace 

window frames to 2” in width and 2” in thickness. (Fig. 
2.1.46)

c. ALIGN: Select object first, using Endpoint 
snap to pick two corresponding points between two 
objects. It Moves whole new object to Modeling plan 
position without scaling objects. (Fig. 2.1.46, Fig. 2.1.47)

ATCD-16 FINISH WALLEWL-5 (15.0 M)

TOOLS: Q , , § t ,  Q ± , | g ,  □ .fw m iO S N A p , 
STEPS:
1. Create solids.

a. BOX: Pick the diagonal comer of box in plan, 
and type in the height of 2’-l 1”. (Fig. 2.1.48)

Figure. 2.1.48
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Figure. 2.1.50

b. BOX: Great box as shown (Fig. 2.1.49)

2. Move to position.
a. ALIGN: Move 4 objects to modeling plan in 

right side viewport. (Fig. 2.1.50)

ATCD-17 Create left parts of building: NWL4, NWL- 
5, WWL-5, WWL-6, WWL-7, SWL-2, SWL-4; EW- 
18, ED-21. (45.0M)

TOOLS: Q , . g t .  O r .  E g , □,f0RfH0,|0SMAP,
______

STEPS: Use mentioned commands to finish left parts of 
building.
COMMANDS:

PLINE. EXTRUDE SUBTRACT UNION 
MOVE. ALIGN. , COPY (Fig. 2.1.51, Fig.
2.1.52, Fig. 2.1.53).

Figure.2.1.51
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Figure. 2.1.54

Figure. 2.1.55

L
Figure. 2.1.56

-  ii

:::: :i

1

Figure. 2.1.58 Slice point

ATCD-18 EDITING SOLIDS (30.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

Most time, when combinning solid walls, some of 
parts will not joint correctly. They need to edit and put 
them exactly at one position. Moving, Extruding faces and 
Slicing solid are very useful commands to do that. Their 
icons are located in the Solid Toolbar.

TOOLS: Q , , £ t  , Q c , H ,  □ ,  IOOTHO, loslw , * 1

IO T R A C K
STEPS:
1. Use Q t  editing EWL-3.

a. Q t : Click solid, deselect (Remove) side 
face(Fig. 2.1.54), extrude face to right position using 
Osnap.( Fig. 2.1.55).
2. Use to edit NWL-2.

a. : Select solid NWL-2, deselect (Remove) 
side face (Fig. 2.1.56), move face to position by Osnap. 
(Fig. 2.1.57).

____________________________AutoCAD 2000

Figure. 2.1.57

3. Use to edit wall SWL-2.
a. ^51: Use YZ axis to cut solid as shown (Fig.

2.1 58), keep bigger part, left side.
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Figure. 2.1.59

Figure. 2.1.60

b. Use the same way of above to edit other walls 
(Fig. 2.1 59, Fig.2.1.60, Fig.2.1.61).

ATCD-19 MAKE RAILINGS (15.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

Railing can be seen as a tube which has a round 
section and a sigle center line. Using is extruding circle by 
path is the way to create it. Extrude command can 
extrude a solid either by a straight height or a single path 
line. So to create a railing, it must have a section circle 
and a center path line, then extrude circle by path.

TOOLS: Q , , f t .  O.loOTHO,

( O S N A P ,  lO T R A C X
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STEPS:
1. Make Second Floor railing.

a. PL1NE: Draw a pline as railing path in plan.
b. CIRCLE. MOVE: Make a 1” radius circle in 

Right" UCS, and move its center to the end of pline(Fig. 
2.1.62)

c. EXTRUDE: Extrude circle along the PATH of
pline.

Figure. 2.1.62

Figure. 2.1.64

d. MOVE. COPY: Finish railings. (Fig. 2.1.63)
2. Make Third Floor railings as the first step.

CIRCLE. EXTRUDE. MOVE. COPY. (Fig.
2.1.63)

3. Make corridor railing as the first step.
UCS. PLAN. CIRCLE. PLINE. MOVE. 

EXTRUDE COPY (Fig. 2.1.64).
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Figure. 2.1.65

£1

Figure. 2.1.67

ATCD-20 MAKE SPIRAL STAIR (15.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

Since every step of stair is the same, making one 
typical step, then copying, rotating and moving it can 
create whole stairs.

TOOLS: Q , , f t ,  Q * , ^ ,  IQ , □.rofiTHO,

i<)SNAP, lofRACK 
STEPS:
1. Make stair lines.

a. PLINE: Trace one stair step outline as a 
closed pline. (Fig. 2.1.65)

b. COPY. ROTATE: Copy first pline and rotate 
copy line to 22.5 degree. Repeat doing until finish 16 
outlines.

c. CHANGE: Change Properties-Elevation of 
each line by 6” difference one by one. (Fig. 2.1.66)

d. EXTRUDE: Extrude each line to 6” high.

2. Make center pillar.
CIRCLE. EXTRUDE: to 8 -0” high. (Fig.

2.1.67).

ATCD-21 MAKE GLASSES ON WINDOWS 
(25.0M)

There are two ways to make glass. The one is 
using Change Thickness, another is using 3DFACE. Since 
the glasses of windows on the same wall are in the one 
plane, they can be seen as one big panal insert the middle 
of wall, and can be created at one time. Tracing the 
middle line of wall, then Change it thickness to the 
window’s height is one way, and it especially for curve 
walls. Using the SDface command to click certain position 
to cover the windows' area can create a 2D glass panel 
inside wall to make glasses.
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glass pline

Figure. 2.1.68

Figure. 2.1.69

TOOLS , g t ,  < » , Q ± , i g , Q , [ortho,

l O S N A P ,  lO T R A C K
STEPS:

1. Set Layer.
a. ^ : Create a new layer “Window”, set to 

current layer, and change color to cyan
2. Create WW-22 glass.

a. PLINE: Draw a pline along the window frame. 
(Fig. 2.1.68)

b. CHANGE: Change Properties-Elevation to 
l l ’-O”, and Thickness to 3’-0’\
3. Create NW-22 glass.

a. Tool-Orthonographic UCS-Back, PLAN: Set 
view and UCS to “Back” view.

b. 3PFACE: make a rectangle face to cover 
NW-22 window. (Fig. 2.1.69)

c. UCS. PLAN. MOVE: Move new Sdface to 
correct position in Top View.
4. Use above commands, PLINE. CHANGE. 

3DFACE MOVE, to make other glasses.

ATCD-22 ASSIGN MATERIAL (8.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

Before make a rendering, every objects in the 
scene should get materials. The process is picking the 
objects which have same material firstly, the using material 
editing Box to create a material which has the properties 
of color, texture, transparency, etc. After material created, 
assign to selected objects. Sometimes, in order to pick 
correct object at one time, they must be set to the same 
layer, using layer On or Off, and Freeze or Thaw can 
easily pick correct objects.

TOOLS: Q , , f t .  <S> Q±, i g ,  □ ,  [ortho,

l O S N A P ,  lO T R A C K .
STEP:
1. Make material for wall.

a. ^ : Set “structure” as current layer, freeze
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M iul i ty  ' ih in i ln r i l  M slMnnl

Male-ial Name 
Altrbutes

^  £olor/Pattem

r  Ambient
Color

T  By AO

r  Reflecson Reo!
C  Roughness

<~ Transparency
Blue

Color System:

RehoctjoQ

r  Bump Map
Bitmap Blend: 

File Name:

OK 1

r r
[t oo | -iJ
I'00 I *]
l7 0C I Jlj

any other layers.
b. Move mouse to tool bars, right click mouse 

select “Render” tool bar to open it.

c. j§) materials: Get materials box, click “New”.

d. Give new material name “WALL”, then set 
material colors. (Fig. 2.1.70).

Figure. 2,1.70
W i l f f i n i s

L ... ... I
| Sphere 3

Mefenals Ubroiy 

Select <

Mod<y.

Duplicate

hew |
|s ardard ~~\

Altar* < 

Detach < 

ay AO 

By Layer

e. Click “OK” to go back previous option, click “ 
ATTACH”. (Fig. 2.1.71), and pick all objects. 2. Make 
glass material and assign it to objects.

a. ^ : Set layer “window” to current, and freeze 
other layers.

Figure. 2.1.71
[MmJity .tundtifil

Material Name ^vr.CCW~ 
ACnPutes

G £olor/Pa»em 

Ambient

I <" Rffedion 

r  Roughness 

Transparency 

C  RetracWcn 

C  Bump Map

yehre: |0 70 I ̂ 1 J  -iJ
Color
r By aq r r
Red |Q 77 | -il —I ±1
Green [09? I J

Blue [°93~~1 j ]  J 2 j

Color System jctGB ^  | Sphere

BitmapBlena |0Q0 | j U  Z l AdtustBitmap |

Fife Name [ I FlndFile |

OK I Cancel help

b. Make new material “WINDOW” as shown above. 
(Fig. 2.1.72)

c. Click “Transparency”, and make “Value” to 25.
d. Attach the material to all glasses in that layer. 

Unfreeze other layers.

Figure. 2.1.72
bahts Ambient Light

Modify . __ 1 Intensity Q
J 2J

Delete Colo-
Bed [Too | -111

Selects ----1 Green |ioo 1 _Lll
6.ue l100 1 _ u

New.. J  (Spodighi 3 Select Custom Color

Figure. 2.1.73

ATCD-23 MAKING ENVIRONMENTAL LIGHTS 
(10.0M)

TOOLS: Q , , g t ,  « 36>,  O M f® , □ -  (o r t h o .
I O S N A P ,  lO T R A C K
STEPS:
1. Make a Spotlight.

a. light: (Fig. 2.1.73) Select “Spotlight”, , 

drag “Intensity” to 1.0, click “ New”
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Figure. 2.1.74

Right View

b. Give the name “Spotl”, adjust parameters as 
shown (Fig. 2.1.74).

c. Click “ Modify" to put light in Top View plan 
and back side of building, then back to selections box, 
click “OK'\
2. Make a Point: Selecting " Pointlight" in the first 

window and setting “ Intensity" to 336 in second 
window, put the position front of building.

3. Move two light in proper position. (Fig. 2.1.75)
4. BOX: Create a ground to -6” high.

0<?n<*!rng 
* S c ro l l  $»*»*• 

T ktieh-itglt

r  P»(«;»er Ocfe

f" Oop ft'ntio* 

UlX'wnSc-ito a

FT—
Syb ivvnplMQ
, ............ ••••|i i

■r*rx*

J 1 S

Figure. 2.1.76

ATCD-24 RENDERING AND GETTING FINAL 
IMAGES (15.0M)
STEP:
1. Setting views.

a. : Use 3Dorbit to set views. Right click 

within orbitcircle, change view to Projecting-Perspective, 
adjust More-Distance, Zoom. (Fig. 2.1.76)
2. Make rendering

a. ^  : click render setting option box. Set “ 

Photo Raytrace" at Rendering Type, and “ File" in 
Destination.
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Figure. 2.1.77

b. Click Background: Set “Gradient”, and set 
background colors as below:

Top: R0.00-G0.l8-B0.39 
Middle: R0.22-G0.57-B0.87 
Bottom: R0.69-G0.80-B0.94 

then click “OK”. (Fig. 2.1.77)

____________________________ AutoCAD 2()()()
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Figure. 2.1.78

3. Click “More Option’under “Destination” category. 
Set “TGA”, “800X600”, and “32bit”. Click “OK” .
(Fig. 2.1.78)
4. Click “Render and give a name to rendering 

file.
5. Follow the steps of making lights and making render
ing to finish views of Elevation, and Perspective View (see 
next page images):

a. South (Fig. 2.1.79): 15 seconds (Rendering
time)

b. North (Fig. 2.1.80): 46 seconds
c. East (Fig. 2.1.81): 33 seconds
d. West (Fig. 2.1.82): 25 seconds
e. Southeast View (Fig. 2.1.83): 25 seconds
f. Northeast View(Fig. 2.1 84): 30 seconds
g. Southwest View(Fig. 2.1.85): 26 seconds
h. Northwest View(Fig. 2.1.86): 25 seconds
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Figure. 2.1.83 SOUTHEAST VIEW Figure. 2.1.84 NORTHEAST VIEW
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Figure. 3.1.85 SOUTHWEST VIEW Figure. 3.1.86 NORTHWEST VIEW

2.2.3 AutoCAD 2000 SUMMARY 

TOOLS:

C A T E G O 
R IE S

C O M M A N D S
IC O N  o r  

M A N U
F U N C T IO N S E X A M P L E S

VIEW

ZOOM IN and 
OUT

Q± (For
Inteilimouse, rolling 
middle whelcl 
forw ard or back )

Making view scale down or up to see closer or 
farther to drawings.

Any steps
ZOOM

WINDOW a
Using window selection to see a sepcific part of 

drawing.

PAN
S3

Intellmouse, holding 
middle key and 
moving mouse)

Moving view to pointing place w ithout changing 
viewing scale.

VIEWPORTS
SETTING and 

CREATING

IB n
View-View ports

Setting tile windows to see model in different 
view angles. Creating new window formats and 
save as new name. Setting one window to full 
screen.

ATCD-2-la 
ATCD- 10-2a,b 
ATCD- 10-3a

ASSOMETRIC 
VIEW (3DVIEW) View-3D Views

Changing pre-setted three-dimensional views in 
90degree (elevation view) or 45 degree (Symetric 
view).

ATCD-2-lb

PERSPECTIVE
3DORBIT

Setting three-dimensional views by orbit controlling, 
right clicking to have useful settings of "ZOOM, 
PAN, DISTANT, etc", switch between 
Perstpective and Parallel views.

ATCD-17

SHADING VIEW View- Shade Improving three-dimensional views by "Hide" 
objects and different styles of shading. ATCD-9-2L
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TOOLS (Continuous):
CATEGO

RIES COMMANDS ICON or 
MANU FUNCTIONS EXAMPLES

COORDINATI
NG

SYSTEM

ELEVATION
UCS

Tools -
O rth o n o g ra p h ic
U C S

Setting Coordination Systems compatible with 
elevation views in "Front, Back, Left, Right".

ATCD-4-la
ATCD-12-3a

PRECESION
TOOLS

OBJECT SNAP 
(OSNAP) and 

OBJECT 
TRACKING

lOSNAP lOTRACK

F3 for OSNAP, Fll 
for OTRACK, 
(Right clicking their 
icons to set values.)

Snapping point in different ways. Mainly using 
Osnaps of "Endpoint, Perpendicular, Intersection". 
Other Osnaps can be get "SHIFT + Right clicking".

Any steps

ORTHOGRAPH 1 ORTHO 

mode on or off.
Keeping drawing direction always in 90 degree.

LAYERS

LAYER SETTING
Setting all properties of layers including "Color, 
Freeze/Thaw, On/Off, etc." Freeze/Thaw layer can 
simplify viewing objects for exact point picking.

ATCD-2-4a

QUICK LAYER 
SETTING

| ‘v  t i i P & h t t i f r e t  !*];

Quickly setting layer properties, and changing 
object layer by Gripping and clicking layer 
selection.

ATCD-7-3a

3D OBJECTS CREATING:

3D
OBJECTS

COMMANDS 
IN USE

CIRCUMST
ANCES METHODS EXAMPLES

STRAIGHT 
EDGE SOLID

BOX Only for the six 
faces solid.

Clicking two diagnoal points to creat base rectangle, 
then type in the number of height. ATCD-16-la.b

PUNE.
EXTRUDE

For any straight 
edge solid.

Drawing a closed pline for one side outline; Extruding 
it to the height by typing in value.

ATCD-4-2a,b
ATCD-5-la,2a
ATCD-10-la.b
ATCD-!4-la,c

PLINE. CHANGE 
THICKNESS

For any straight 
edge solid (but can 
not be further 
modified by 
Boolean funcitkms)

Drawing a pline with width; Changing it property of 
thickness to be the height value of solid.

ATCD-7-3d,e
ATCD-IO-2c,d

IRREGULAR
CURVE
SOLID

PLINE.
EXTRUDE

For any irregular 
curve solid with 
one flat side.(as a 
curve wall)

Drawing a closed pline with cruving parts; Extruding it 
to the height of typing in value. (Curved base shape, 
one segment straight height).

ATCD-9-la.b

PLINE.
EXTRUDE BY 
PATH

For any irregular 
curve solid with 
one same section.

Drawing two pltnes, one is closed for section shape, 
another one for path. Extruding by "Path" to pick path 
pline. (Any base shape, any height of curved or multi
segment).

ATCD-17

PLINE. CHANGE 
THICKNESS

For any irregular 
curved solid (but 
can not be further 
modified by 
Boolean funcitbns)

Davving curved pline width; Changing it property of 
thickness to be the height value of solid. (Curved base 
shape, one segment straight height).

ATCD-IO-3b,c

CYLINDER CIRCLE.
EXTRUDE For any cylinder Drawing a circle for base size; Extruding it to the height 

of typing in value. ATCD-3-la.b
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TYPES COMMANDS ICON or 
MANU FUNCTIONS EXAMPLES

BOOLEAN

UNION
Modify-Solid

Editing-Union

Merging two solid together to become one solid. 
Using for complicated wall creating. There will be no 
edge showing between merged solids in Hide, Shade, 
or Rendering view, after union.

ATCD-9-lc,
ATCD-13-2d

SU B TR A C T
Modify-Solid

Editing-Subtract
Cutting one solid shape from another solid. Mainly 
using for windows and doors creating.

ATCD-8-2b,
ATCD-14-lf,

SLIC E i ! Cutting one solid apart by slicing line. Using for model 
repair in the final model adjustment. ATCD-18-3a,

FACE
EDm NG

MOVING FACE m Moving one solid face to change solid shapes. Using 
for adjusting shapes after a solid created. ATCD-18-2a,

EXTRUDE FACE J 0 |
Extruding one face in one direction. It is the same 
flinciton as Moving face, but only works in face 
perpendicular direction.

ATCD-18-la,

SINGLE
OBJECT

MODIFICATI
ON

ALIGN
Moving object in three-dimensional space by snapping 
two corresponding points to align the object.

ATCD-15-3c,
ATCD-16-2a,

CO PY i s
Copying object in three-dimensional space. Process is 
the same as Move in 3D under the helping of 
coodination filters.

ATCD-10-3d,

FINAL IMAGE RENDERING:

OBJECTS COMMANDS ICON or 
MANU FUNCTIONS EXAMPLES

LIGHT

POINT : -Point light Point light projects li^it in 360 degree without 
direction. It can be used for environment light. ATCD-23-2

SPO T -Spotlight Spot light projects light in one direction along the light 
position to target position. It can be used as a sunlight. ATCD-23-1

MATERIAL

MAKING
MATERIALS n

Using setting box to adjust material properties including 
values of RGB and Transparency. ATCD-22-1

ASSIGN
MATERIALS

@-Attach
Be sure to freeze unused layers of£ leave the current 
material objects on the screen. It will make pick 
objects easily.

ATCD-22-2

RENDERING R EN D ER
Presetting all rendering value in setting box including 
Rendering Type, Background, Image size and Formats. ATCD-24-2a
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PROCEDURE TIME CONSUMING (Unit: Minute)

ATCD-1 IMPORT FILES 0.5
ATCD- 2 PRESET MODELING ENVIRONMENT 4.0
ATCD- 3 MAKING COLUMNS 3.5
ATCD- 4 CREATE WALL SWL-2 5.5
ATCD- 5 CREATING WINDOW SW-11, SW-12 ON SWL-2 10.0
ATCD- 6 CREATE WALL SWL-1, SWL-3 AND EW-11 10.0
ATCD-7 CREATING WALL EWL-1 6.0
ATCD- 8 CREATE WINDOWS ON EWL-1 7.0
ATCD-9 CREATE CURVE WALL EWL-2 14.0
ATCD-10 CREATE WINDOWS HOLES OF NW-12, NW-22, WW-22, WW-21

ON WALL NWL-2, NWL-3, WWL-8. 18.0
ATCD-11 CREATE WALLS OF NWL-1, WWL-4.WWL-3 6.0
ATCD-12 CREATE WINDOWS OF WW-12, WW-11, NW-11, AND DOORS OF

ND-11, WD-12, WD-13 15.0
ATCD-13 CREATING WWL-1, SWL-1, WD21,WD11 10.0
ATCD-14 CREATING FLOORS 23.0
ATCD-15 CREATING EW-31, EW-32, NW-31, EWL-4, EWL-3 15.0
ATCD-16 FINISH WALL EWL-5 15.0
ATCD-17 CREATE LEFT PARTS OF BUILDING: NWL4, NWL-5, WWL-5,

WWL-6, WWL-7, SWL-2, SWL-4; EW-18, ED-21. 15.0
ATCD-18 EDITING SOLIDS 30.0
ATCD-19 MAKE RAILINGS 15.0
ATCD- 20 MAKE SPIRAL STAIR 15.0
ATCD- 21 MAKE GLASSES ON WINDOWS 25.0
ATCD- 22 ASSIGN MATERIAL 8.0
ATCD-23 MAKING ENVIRONMENTAL LIGHTS 10.0
ATCD- 24 RENDERING AND GETTING FINAL IMAGES 15.0

TOTAL 295.5Minuts, 4.925 Hours
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2.3 CASE STUDY MODELING FOR FORMZ RR 
2.3.1 FORMZ INTERFACE INTRODUCTION
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Figure. 2.2.1

CD Upper Menu: Clicking to show different Menu columns and getting commands.
(5) Modeling Tools: Using for different modeling commands. Putting mouse on 

different icons and holding mouse can get sub-menu, holding and 
moving mouse can create new tool-bar of this column. Double clicking 
each icons can bring a dialogue box for setting option.

CD Window Tools: Using for viewing tools and precise modeling tools. Clicking
icons to use each function. Putting mouse on different icons and holding 
mouse can pick a sub-menu icon, loosing mouse to bring it to front 
position.

(4) Palette Window: Controlling special features of modeling including lights,
layers, objects, views and command prompts.

(5) Tile Windows: Four windows open for different views of model, normally they
are Top, Axon, Front, and Right views.
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2.3.2 FORMZ MODELING PRESETTING

Figure. 2.2.3
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Figure. 2.2.4

Presetting l: Clear Windows.
(Many Pallette Windows are not useful in modeling 

process, and they occupy much screen space. It 
needs to clear windows first.)

a. Close Pallette Windows except windows of 
Layer, Prompt, Coordinates, and Surface Style.

b. Drag Untitled-4 window to lower-left 
postion.(Fig. 2.2.2)

c. Windows-Tile Window-Arrange* : Make 
four tile windows to full screen.

Presetting2: Keyboard Shortcut Setting
(During the modeling process, some basic com

mands and functions are used more frequently than 

others. To increase the efficiency, Keyboard Short

cuts are used more quickly than mouse clicking 

commands. The setting issue is to make shortcut by 
left hand area, and leave right hand for using 

mouse.)

a. Edit - Key shortcuts'. Bring shortcuts creat
ing window for new shortcuts setting, 
side.
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b. Shortcut setting: Click the name in left name category, and click “add” or “edit” to create shortcut in 
option window. (Fig. 2.2.4) The old setting also can be delete by clicking “Delete” key at right

c. Create a series shortcut as shown below for later modeling use.
At Tools, Window - Zoom category, setting:

Hand (10 — single click + middle Zoom In by Frame H I — Z,
Zoom Out by Frame iB  — Shift + Z Previous View |£ ] — V.

At Tools, Window - Snaps - Object Snap category, setting:
No Object Snap|%&'| — alt +S Snap to E n d p o in t^  — alt + E
Snap to Midpoint];^] — alt +M Snap to Intersection^^ — alt + /

Combination S n ap Q  — alt + C 0 |+ J

Using Form-Z default setting:
45 Degree Axonometric View: Ctrl + 2, Ctrl + 4 
Top View: Ctrl + 6  

Right View: Ctrl +S 
Back View: Ctrl + 0

2.3.3 FORM-Z MODELING CREATING

FMZ-11 IMPORT FILES (3.0M* 2)
INSTRUCTION:

Using existed plan to erect wall is the feasible way to control the precision of model. By snapping 

each point of plan, the X  and Y coordinates are in exact position without any extra input.3 4 

TOOLS: GO, B , i S  
STEPS:
a. File - Import*: Import file plan.dxf. Do not change anything in setting option window. Click “OK”.
b. IsS [vj: Zoom out and pick all objects by window selection.
c. j|p-fl|5: Click selected objects to change all objects to layer “layerl ”6.

Bottom View: Ctrl + 7 
Left View: Ctrl + 9 
Front View: Ctrl +  -

l.FM Z -l: Form-Z process 1.
2 3.0m: 3.0 minute. It is the period time spend for this step. It is also base on my normal technique with Form-Z Modeling
3. Italic Arial font text: Instruction.
4. File - Import: Italic text is Top manu command.
5. [BJ-jll: Toolbar manipulation. Go to first icon category by holding mouse, select second icon command.
6. “layerl” : Words in quotation mark is the words showing on the screen.
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click here

Figure. 2.2.5

|
ET
% *## }

'  ^  w zMK tatx**T ;* ■**
| r

S;*«*

N W 6 * * * * *

2-wJ -* |
Figure. 2.2.6

FMZ-2 SET LAYERS (6.0M2)
INSTRUCTION:

Putting building elements to different layers 
can easily control object features and modeling 

views.

STEPS:
a. Click layer “name" (Fig. 2.2.5) to get layer setting 

box (Fig. 2.2.6): Delete all other layers except “Layer 1".

click to 
change 
name

click to 
^ c re a te  

new 
layerclick to ' 

set current 
layer

click to 
change 
layer
properties - — • •

::*«* j '* I
Figure. 2.2.7

b. Click “layer 1 ” name to change name to “plan” 
(Fig.2.2.7), click ft to lock it.

c. Click Layer make new layers of “walls”, “win 
dows”, “frames”, “South”, “East”, “North”, and 
“West”. (Fig.2.2.7)

WAWw_____________

Ware
W* »|

r» *J
OvWifrW**#**
v Ui*

■ ___ d
____ 1

f  At W wlwwi
r I----- fcwfe

r ■ihetfcd'suue*
f $*>*»♦> Shairg 

 ̂ !
| f 0>'..I

d. Pick layer “plan”, click Edit get setting box (Fig. 
2.2.8). Make “Surface Style” to “Style 6”. Make 
“South", “East”, “North”, and “West” to “Style 5”.
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model 1 mxz - 6 | Models

Third Floor

First Floor — Second Floor

m U
EBH3*f 

Figure. 2.2.9

FMZ-3 CREATE WALLSWL-2, SWL-31 (10.0M) 
TOOLS: ;; (single click + middle),D(Z), g (V ), 
BKshift+Z), S(alt+E), 0 (alt+ I), Sfalt+S)
STEPS:

a. File-Import: Import south elevation file “south.dxf’ 
as a tracing overlay bottom. (Fig.2.2.9)

FfctBfliro

fit
f  Ckeirfltfw*.
«■ cv»«xn> (<iy 

r  fcena,<-'W’C«**#'e 
r OiXMDxg 
r «lrt<n ri-F«* TkiI

v  fm,
r  v hx  tv> Cww, 

f"

•:**•** p
r
r

Figure. 2.2.10

b. Double click v](pick) to set: (Fig. 2.2.10) 
Clicking On Edges,
Using Shift Key For Multipul Pick, 
Pick Faces O f Controlled Objects, 
Area Pick: Frame, Pick Crossing

c. [\], Fg, Qalt+E): Pick new-imported lines of south 
elevation and move to exact position on first floor plan. 
(Fig.2.2.9)(Fig.2.2.11 ).(Maximize window can make 
clear view)

1. SWL-2, SWL-3: Wall names and numbers are according to the drawings in APPENDIX III.
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W  r»,:* I
__________ | [".C» ...|

Figure. 2.2.12

Figure. 2.2.13

c. |B } » ^ r € heck layer "South” to curf^ ii^^Hck sc- 

lected lines to move them to layer “South”.
i.Heights-Custom: Setting new value of wall thick

ness: 8”, then click “Add to Manu”. (Fig.2.2.12)

g. p], |2b|(vector line): At Front View (lower left), draw 
a closed line by snap tracing SWL-2 outline(Fig. 2.2.13). 
(When finishing, type in “C” to make a closed line. 
During drawing line, using “ctrl+Z” for Undo one 

step}.
h. [Q|(Rectangle Line), Fg: At Front View (lower 

left), make a rectangle by tracing SWL-3 and move it 
right position on Plan.

FM Z-4 CREA TE W IN D O W S O F SW -11,SW -12  

ON SW L-2 (5.0M )

TOOLS: f,.(single click + middle), Ld(Z), g (V ), 
iy(shift+Z), fSalt+E), Q a lt+ l) , |e|(alt+S), 
Q(alt+0)
STEPS:

a. Heights-4’-0”: Set height to 4’-0”.
b. Q : At Front View (lower left), make a rectangle 

by tracing windows SW-11 and SW-12 line. 
(Fig.2.2.14)

Figure. 2.2.14

Tracing window
f  Iriblocks — -------

c. V. Q : Pick two new boxes move then upward to 
cross the wall.(Fig.2.2.15) (Using Q  to control the 
direction.)

Figure. 2.2.15
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Subtracted 
windows -

- "  ■■ ,

_____ 1 ,  ;

d. |# -g |:  Use SWL-2 block (click first) subtract SW-11 
and SW-12 boxes(click second).(Fig.2.2.16)

FMZ-5 CREATE WALL OF EWL-2 AND ITS WIN
DOWS OF EW-12,EW-13,EW-14,EW-15, EW-21, 
EW-22, EW-23. (9.0M)

t o o l s  :GL 63. B t i k i a a  Ih J. 0 ,  G :

Figure. 2.2.16
STEPS:

a. File-Import,: Import the East Elevation file 
“East.DXF” as a tracing bottom.

b. 2J: Pick and move East elevation lines to correct 
place. Check “east'' to current layer, use Tj to change lines 
to Layer “east”. (Fig.2.2.17)

Figure. 2.2.17

■ -

'  ‘

Tracing line 
point.

Figure. 2.2.18

r t

-

c. Heights 8 ”, f̂ bj: Set back layer to “Wall”. Make lower- 
left window to be Right View(ctrl+8). Trace EWL-1 outline 
as (Fig.2.2.18) in Right View.

d. Heights-4"-0”, q : Make window size blocks for each 
windows at Right View. (Fig.2.2.19)

t i e r *  l - t i l t e N t

t  v
i i r -

.
1  1 1  : '

.

X
X <

n t  -  4 -  3 3 T T 5 Z 3

q  '

Figure. 2.2.19
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Figure. 2.2.20

e. Q : Move window blocks upward to the position of 
cross EWL-2. (Fig.2.2.20)

f. g :  Click EWL-2 first and click window blocks to 
subtract them.(Fig.2.2.21)

£ moduli fmz - 6 (Nodel}

I! . . M

Figure. 2.2.21

X.< {,-»*! ! UK tiptoRf

r U *  r Cert»

wdivrih m

L tr tc ti |

Figure. 2.2.22

1 fmz - 2 |M<xk

4
t

Figure. 2.2.23

FMZ-6 CREATE WALL OF EWL-3 (10.0M) 
INSTRUCTION:

There are several ways to create walls, one of 
them is to create a 3D wall directly by presetting 
Height and drawing closure section line. Another way 
is reversed way of the first one, to create a 20- 
Enclosure line first as a section line and extrude it to 
be a 3D wall. This way is especially used for curve 
wall creating.

t o o l s : i a a  t o e  a  1* 1, a m
STEPS:
a.F ]-j :j(2D-Enclosure): Pick g], and double click it to 

set width to O’-8” which is the wall thickness, and using 
“Right" for Justification. (Fig2.2.22)

b. Q  : Open ^(Combination Snap), Use [AJ 
to draw 1-2, clickf^)-^ and snap the center to draw 
arc 2-3, then use [2h] to draw 3-4. (Fig.2.2.23) {To 
draw a multi-feature line, it can use any line com
mands at the same time to draw a line including 
straight and curve parts.}
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: model I fmz - 5 (Wodelj

move

Figure. 2.2.24
:mode#I  ̂|M»de*l

Figure. 2.2.25
IrwH Vlinghtj

Figure. 2.2.26
*t«r* t  UAnwil

X
Figure. 2.2.27

c. Q : Move 2D line up to right position by snapping 
same distance points.(Fig.2.2.24)

____________________________ FormZ-RR______

d [~7j: Be sure to open □(object), then click 2D line to 
make a extrusion. (Fig.2.2.25).

FMZ-7 CREATE WALL OF EWL-3, EW-4, AND 
WINDOW OF EW-31, EW-32. (15.0M)
t o o l s :I5 , a s . t o . s i  a . y , a , a
STEPS:

a. Heights-8", Q :  Create wall EWL4 as shown 
position (Fig.2.2.26) by snapping endpoint. (Fig.2.2.27)

b. Set coordinate input: Check out the “A”, “C” in 
Prompt Window to make Distance + Orbit Angle input 
(Fig.2.2.28). ( This will simplify the coordinate input 
by typing in value. FormZ allow type-in value for 
point’s coordination besides Object Snap. That will 
make more accurate point).

Figure. 2.2.28

close
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Figure. 2.2.30

c. [~]‘ I • ^et current selecting level to “Element”. (In 
FormZ, any object has its property hierarchy from 
object, to Face, Outline, Element, Point. Changing 
any of these properties will result object changing. So  
moving the end element of EWL-4 can get wall in 
correct position).

d. |'\ ], FQ: Double click to set [v to “Window” 
selection, and select top end element of EWL-4, them 
move it by typing value “14% 180” to move 14’ left. 
Same way to move other end to value “16’9”, 0” for 
moving 16’-9” right (Fig 2.2.29, Fig.2.2.30).

e. Heights- 8”, q : Create EWL-3 as shown 
(Fig.2.2.31, Fig.2.2.32).

Figure. 2.2.31
f. Heights- 4’-0” Q: Create EW-32 window block 

by tracing elevation.
g. g ,  gj: Move window block crossing EWL-4 at 

Top View. Different it from EWL-4 to create window
EW-32.

Figure. 2.2.32

snww jHmj*}
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Figure. 2.2.34

Figure. 2.2.35
^  I | it

..Sr:
m

Figure. 2.2.36

FMZ-8 CREATE WALL OF NWL-2, NWL-6, AND 
WINDOWS OF NW-12, nw-2L NW-22, WW-22.
(30.0M)
tools:E. b . s , tik la a  i«i, a, a, n
STEPS:

a. |g :  Click any point of view first, then move the 
Mouse to set Axon. View to Northeast side building. 
(Fig. 2.2.34).

b. Open Layer setting box (by clicking layer name 
position), make new layer “Wall-north” and set other layer 
as shown in (Fig.2.2.35). (Close other layers to clear 
the screen for new objects move in. It will be easy to 
select objects without including other imported and 
created objects.)

c. File - Import: Import file “North.DXF” as shown 
(Fig.2.2.36). Since it becomes a rotated poition, it needs 
to rotate back first.

d . c Pick all new objects in North elevation. Use 
HJ, click base point, then type degree value “ 180”. 
(Fig.2.2.37)

e. Move all objects to right position. 
(Fig.2.2.37, Fig.2.2.38).

vw* S'UAfNsrtt

Figure. 2.2.37 Figure. 2.2.38
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.fm? -2 |M

• •> *.V«WW.VA-.VAW.»WW.WV.VW.-.-.V*W.V«V.V.V,------rtTrrrvrrrrTyr

Figure. 2.2.39

f. 0 - B  g ,  Q :  Set 2D-Enclosure to 0’-8” width, 
and Right Justification. Draw a multiple feature line 
on the Second Floor Plan. (Fig.2.2.39)

'Snap base point 
Ko move wall

Figure. 2.2.40

1

g. g j, g :  Pick new created 2D-Enclosure line and 
move to the First Floor Plan which is model working 
plan. (Fig.2.2.40).

h. Heights-25 "(Making custom), g :  Click to 
extrude line to 25’-8" high.

i. Q -p], Heights-4 '-0”, q : Trace window NW-22, 
NW-12 in Back View to create window block. Set 
Heights-50’-0”(custom) and create a 3D solid as shown 
(Fig.2.2.42) to cut first floor part.

/3D Solid 
Making Point

Figure. 2.2.41 Figure. 2.2.42
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Figure. 2.2.43

j S  B : Move above 3 objects to right position on 
Top View.(Fig.2.2.43), and subtract from NWL-2.

Figure. 2.2.44

With 
4 ’ high

I

Figure. 2.2.45

Difference

irence

Figure. 2.2.46

k. Display-Quick Pain f. Show off layer “North", 
Click lower right window and use “Quick PainC to 
show object in painted view. (Fig.2.2.44)

1. q : With 8" high, make two 3D-Extrusion at top. 
With 4 -0" high, create block to cover left side of 
created NWL-2. With 50’-0” hight, create block to 
cover the window position ofWW-22 (Fig.2.2.45)

m. Move those 3D-Extrusions to right position as 
showTi (Fig.2.2.46).
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n. # |,  |3|: Subtract left side ofNWL-2 and window 
WW-22 from NWL-2. Union 2 new part to NWL-2. 
(Fig.2.2.47).

Figure. 2.2.47

m

Figure. 2.2.50
nw#

FMZ-9 CREATE WALL OF NWL-1 AND NW L-3, 
WINDOWS AND DOORS OF ND II, ND-12, ND- 
13, NW-11, NW-13. (10.0M)
TOOLS:IJ1,0 ,8 .  B , IB B  ti, Q, l>J, 111
STEPS:

a. 113, [lb|: with 0’-8” width and “Right” Justification, 
draw two line 1 -2, and 3-4 for the wall ofNWL-
3.(Fig.2.2.49)

b. gg: With Heights-8 ’-0”, click created lines above to 
make 3D-Extrusion. (Fig.2.2.50)

c. q :  With Heights-7'-4 ”, create 3 solids at the
position ofND-13, N W-l 3,ND-12. (Fig.2.2.51)

Figure. 2.2.51
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Figure. 2.2.52

d. jaj: Subtract 3 solids from NWL-3 to create 
windows and doors. (Fig.2.2.52)

/ '

t
Figure. 2.2.53

e.[T \  □  : With Heights-S’-O”, create wall NWL-1 
With Heights-6 '-6”, create solid for ND-11. With 
Heights-3’-6’\  create solid for NW-11. (Fig.2.2.53)

#raiTi« 4-1 (Axon-)

Figure. 2.2.54

f. eg. gj: Move NW-11 solid up 3’-0” in Back View. 
Subtract solid from NWL-1 to create ND-11 and NW- 
ll.(Fig.2.2.54)
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Figure. 2.2.55

Figure. 2.2.56
?f W# c ̂  |

FMZ-10 FINISH THE WALLS IN WEST SIDE 
OF WWL-1, WWL-2, WWL-3, WWL9, WWL-8 
AND ITS WINDOW WW-21. (15.0M)

toolss, a  B,&.iaa ti, a. a  m
STEPS:

a. File-Import, g ,  Q -Q : Import Elevation file  

“West.DXF”, move it to right position in the First 
Floor plan. (Fig.2.2.55). Place west elevation to the 
layer “west”, and create layer named “wall-west", set 
to current.

b. [H, Q.: Set lower left view to Left View(ctrl+9 ). 
With Heights-4 ’-0", trace WW-21 on elevation, and 
with Heights-0 '-8 ”, trace right part of WWL- 
8.(Fig.2.2.56).

c. # |, Subtract Difference) WW-21 from WWL-8 . 
Union WWL-8 and its right part. Use Display - Surface 
Render.{f\g22.51)

d. Q : With Heights-6 '-6 ”, make wall WWL-4 . 
WWL-3,WWL-2.(Fig.2.2.58). With Heights-6 -6 ’\  
make wall SWL-1, and with Heights-14’-0 '\  make 
WWL-1.(Fig.2.2.59).

Figure. 2.2.59
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Figure. 2.2.60

Figure. 2.2.61

FMZ-11 MAKE WINDOWS AND DOORS ON 
WEST ELEVATION: WD-13, WW-12, WW-11, WD- 
12, AND WD-11. (10.OM)
t o o l s  k*  B. Si. ia B, IhI, Q, S, KJ
STEPS:

a. □ : With Heights-6 ’-6 ”, make solids for WD-13, 
WW-12, WD-11, WD-12, WD-11. With Heights-3 -6 " 
and Heights- / ’-/O”, make solid for WW-11. (Fig.2.2.60).

b. g |: Move WW-11 solid up 3’-0” in Right View. 
(Fig.2.2.61) Subtract all windows and doors from its walls. 
(Fig.2.2.62).

Figure. 2.2.62

FMZ-12 CREATE FLOORS AND ROOF(15.0M)
t o o l s S ,  B B . i a . E l  B . B , 0 ,0 ,1 1 1
STEPS:

a. Q , Q :  IFzV/z Heights-0 '-8 ”, create the Second 
Floor on its plan (Above the First Floor Plan) as shown 
(Fig.2.2.63).

b j  ̂ g  g -g g , g :  With Hieghts-4 ’-0”, create two 
blocks, and cylinder (using circle base) for blank space on 
floor. Difference it from floor (Fig.2.2.64).

:  *

r

Figure. 2.2.64
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Figure. 2.2.67
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Figure. 2.2.68

c. Move floor to the First Floor modeling plan 
(Fig.2.2.65), and raise it to 8’-(T high at Left View 
window (move up).

d. [1]. \Ch\- With Heights-0 '-8 ”, create the Third Floor 
on its plan (the second above the First Floor plan) as 
shown (Fig.2.2.66).

e. gj: Move floor to the right position in the First Floor 
modeling plan. Raise 16’-(F up to the floor position. 
(Fig.2.2.67).

f. p i .  [2bJ: With Heights-0 ’-8 ”, create the Roof on the 
Third Floor plan as shown (Fig.2.2.68).

g. PJ: Move roof to the right position in the First 
Floor modeling plan. Raise 24 -0” up to the roof 
position. (Fig.2.2.69).

Figure. 2.2.69
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Figure. 2.2.70
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Figure. 2.2.71

Figure. 2.2.73

Figure. 2.2.74

FM-13 ADJUST, REPAIR AND FINISH WALLS 
IN BIG BUILDING. (10.0M)
tool&e, b, 8 ,a.iaa a. □, a, [si
STEPS:

a. [ q . g .  Finish Northeast comer of build
ing as shown (Fig.2.2.70).

b. p .  q , gj, Fg: With Heights-8 '-0 ”, make walls for 
EW-31 and NW-31 (Fig.2.2.71). With Heights-4 '-0 ”, 
make blocks for NW-31, and raise them up 3’-0" high. 
With Heights-8 '-0 ”, make block for EW-31. Difference 
them from the wall. Move them to right place.
(Fig.2.2.72)

Figure. 2.2.72

c. p], Q , With Heights-2 '-11 ”, create the palpate 
above NW-31 on plan (Fig.2.2.73). Move it to right 
position. (Fig.2.2.74)
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M

i  -— -  i ‘ - j

I  itp—r, i

Figure. 2.2.75

d. | - , Q : Under copy selection, move previous
palpate to new position to make a copy (Fig.2.2.75). 
(Fig2.2.76)

e. f"l. □ , Q :: Create SWL-4 by 8'-0” height, and 
move 7’-7” up above the ground to its position. 
(Fig.2.2.77)

Figure. 2.2.76 f. Edit - Clear All Ghosted: Clear Ghost. (Form! use 

the Ghost for the deleted objects. Ghost will show a 

gray color and will not be shown in any other display 

except Wireframe. It can be restored by Unghost M  
command. You can GhostE^ an existing object 
without using Delete. After “Clear Ghost”, they will be 
disappear forever as real deleting.)

Figure. 2.2.78

•>*

Figure. 2.2.79

FM-14 MAKE WINDOW FRAMES ( 55.0M)

toolsSl q . E sa k ia a  fcti, Q, B  hi
STEPS:

a-n-Sj, D» [2j: Turn on layer “South”. Turn off 
layer “wall-north”, “wall-west”. Set layer “frame” to 
surface “style 17” and to be current layer. With “Wall 
Width CF-2” and “Left” Justification, make frames of 
SW-11 and SW-12. (Fig.2.2.78) 

b.fgi: With Heights-2”, extrude frame to O’-2” 
thickness. (Fig.2.2.79).
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C.  g j  □ ,  Q  e g .  Q : By controlling layers and use 
those commands to create frames in East side. 
(Fig.2.2.80).

Figure. 2.2.80

d .g , 0 , Q ,  Q :: Create frames in North side. 
(Fig.2.2.81)

Figure. 2.2.81

Figure. 2.2.82

e g ,  □ . g .  eg. g : :  Create frames in West side. 
(Fig.2.2.82)

FM-15 MAKE WINDOWS ( 15.0M)
T O O L S # . 0 ,  S .  S t. 1*1. Q , 0 .  ID
STEPS:

a.f -| q : Set layer “window’* to surface “style 12" 
and to be current layer. With 2D-Surface jbjcommand to 
create 2D solid for windows of SW-11 and SW-12. 
(Fig.2.2.83) (Be sure not to use any Object Snap at 
these steps, otherwise, window will get distortion.)

Figure. 2.2.83
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J r i r w  i M C M # . — ~
• A-.v.v.vw.ycŷvi5?:'.-.".-.vXŵ.>.'..

r

Figure. 2.2.84

Figure. 2.2.85

b.Q: Move window to its position of plan. 
(Fig.2.2.84). (Fig.2.2.85)

c. |TC, , Q, Q : Use the same ways of above to create 
windows in East side. (Fig.2.2.86).

d. g ,  Q. [y , g ,  g :  Use the same ways of above 
to create windows in North side. (Fig.2.2.87).

Figure. 2.2.86

Figure. 2.2.87

Figure. 2.2.88

FM-16 MAKE CORRIDOR AND SMALL WEST 
SIDE BUILDING INCLUDING SWL-2,SW- 
4,WWL-5, WWL-6, WWL-7, NWL-4, NWL-5, 
AND EW-18„ NW-22, NW-23, ED-21(25.0M)
toolsE , B  S. ia. a  a  bti. Q, E], IU

Use commands intruduced before to finish the 
building as shown (Fig.2.2.88), (Fig.2.2.89)

Figure. 2.2.89
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Section Options___________________________________

Type 01 Section C  2D (• 3D

Cut Objects With. T  Plane Ling

Status Of Objects... Cancel | OK

Figure. 3.2.90

/

/ \ \ \

- V i i

/  i f\

-p

Figure. 2.2.91

\  7  //

Figure. 2.2.92

FM-17 MAKE SPIRAL STAIR (15.0M)

t o o l s s U , 6a ,  s .  m .  a  a .  b . q , b  e i

STEPS:
a 22: With Heights-6 ”, create a column over 

the stair on the Second Floor plan.
b. Unlock layer "plan". Double click to 

get setting box (Fig.2.2.90). Pick "3D" on Type o f 
Section, and pick “Line" on Cut Object With, click 
“OK".

c. $>: Click column part first, then click stair line 
on plan to make a cut of column. (Fig.2.2.91) Use same 
way to cut 16 stair steps out off column. (Fig.2.2.91)

d. Pg: Move each steps up by 6" one by one. Pick it in 
Top View, move it in Right View.(Fig.2.2.92) (Fig.2.2.93) 
After moving up, then move them to its right position in 
the First Floor Plan. (Fig.2.2.94)

Figure. 2.2.93

Figure. 2.2.94 Figure. 2.2.95
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Figure. 2.2.96

azz&mam

Figure. 2.2.97

FM-18 MAKE RAILINGS (15.0M)
toolse, 0 , B ib, eta i«i, am  m
STEPS:

a ^  g j ; Make railing path line for the
Second Floor Balcony. Make a small circleU” diam
eter) for the section shape (Fig.2.2.96).

b. By clicking circle, then clicking path line, 
using default value at the setting option (Fig.2.2.97), click 
"OK \  then a railing is created by Sweep**] command. 
Make two copies of it to finish. (Fig.2.2.98)

Figure. 2.2.98

c* m m  52’ B  Use the same way of above to 
create all railings in the building. (Fig.2.2.99).

Figure. 2.2.99

FM-19 CREATE AND ASSIGN MATERIALS
(5.0M)
STEPS:

a. Union all walls together. (In order to select 
same material object easily, join the same properties  
object together by Union command)
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Figure. 2.2.100

F«*» j  | *

M*. Hon. - |

Speed* Reflection

Figure. 2.2.102

Figure. 2.2.103

Figure. 2.2.104

b. Palettes-Surface Style: Show Surface Style palette, 
and double click Surface 1 icon (First on the list) to get 
setting box (Fig.2.2.100). Click “Option ’ of “Plain 
Color”, set color to “Red255, Green249, Blue242” 
(Fig.2.2.101), click “OK”.

J  CdcrtSgtd ^m|234" B ^ |2 * T

OK |  Cancel | ________ Add to Cuatan Colon______ |

Figure. 2.2.101

c. Surface Style 4: Double click Surface Style 4 to set 
it as Glass color, change its name to “glass”:

i. Click “Option” of “Plain Color”, set color to 
“Red43, Green217, Blue217”, click “OK”.

ii. Set “Reflection” to “Glass, Accurate’, click 
“Option”, set “Specular Reflection” to 20%, 
“Reflectivity” to 50%, and “Transmission” to 33%. 
(Fig.2.2.102)

iii. Click “Option” of “Transparency-Simple”, 
set “Transparency” to 32%, click “OK”. (Fig.2.2.103)

d. Double click layer “Wall”, set surface style to “ 
Surface 1, check “Shadow Casting” and “Shadow 
Receiving”. (Fig.2.2.104).

e. Do the same to the layer “Frame”, “ Wall-north" 
“Wall-west” and “window”, but set layer “window” 
surface to the surface name “glass”.
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UgN Peametoii Pirnew

Accuete Imerety
Center 01 Interest

x r~ x r ~
? r™ y r™
z \ ~ z r ~

p  Shadows » J s d

Cite
P  Vabk ♦
r  Shotted o
T  Locked ft

p  Shewn) e

P  UteSwSetngi

r

Cencel | | OK

Figure. 2.2.105

Figure. 2.2.106

Modaftxi D«t*ev Offiom

________ Wee Fmre Opoowt_________I

Suck Part. Hidden Una and Sufece Render 

________ Quck Part Opdcnt-________ I Shaling Range [icTfl *
Hidden Leie Ophont..________ I Shadows C  U«e Anhenl U#*ng

f f  W enrty  I9 0 ® *
Sielace Rendei O ptott.______

Hidden Lnc and Sielace Rendei Memory Hanaganenl

O Keep In Manny l~ Save Between Sessions
r  KaapOnDnk V  Aikomdic Dak Loadrig

p  Alert Galore Regeneration

Inierlooting Obiecta (T Pieeesohe C  Resolve Per View

Shaded Rendei Ophont_______ | ________________________________ |

RendeiZone Optiont.________I _________ JpenGL Opkons _________ I

Cancel | [ CK

FM-20 MAKE FINAL RENDERINGS (30 OM) 
STEPS:

a. Palletes-Light: Double click “Light 1” to get 
setting box (Fig.2.2.105). Set “Intensity” to “ 120%”, 
check “Shadow”, select “Hard Raytraced’.

b. [g, Q , Q  with Heights-r-0”, create 
ground block, underneath the building, move Light 1 
to the position as shown in Top and Back View 
(Fig.2.2.106).

c. View-Perspective'. Use [JO and EL to set a North
west side view, and change its viewing mode to 
Perspective. (Fig.2.2.107)

d. Display- Display Options: Get first setting box 
(Fig2.2.108). Click “Renderzone Option” to get the 
second setting box (Fig.2.2.109); Check “Shadow”, 
select “Graduated” Background, then click “Option” to 
set “Top Color” to “R-39,G-154, B-192”, and “Bottom 
Color" to “R-247,G-251 ,B-251 ”. Continue clicking 
“OK” to finish settings.

RcndwZonc Op&on*______________________

r I ernwH* Memay Usepe 
r  Decompose Nor Plew  Feces 

Shedng

e  Shadow T wapwan, » |

W Ennp Mooting r ShedosAfWemng 
r  Sv4»i Sonplng

S? Srnoo#' Shadng

C ĈteBy 
r  SelTe

^  I
F  SeiiewgoSwe 

Beckgound

G te tW d  | Opkom

r  Envionnert 1

___ I ____ |
P a te A l  ! Rhab

r _ _ I

r  GerwaNEiaioiueDele 
r  Accualekterw v

P  LdnGkwr

Figure. 2.2.108 Figure. 2.2.109
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Imp* Opocm____________

Image Size 

C  Use Window See

( t  Use Custom See
By N urtw  01 Peels 

W«#h

1991 *672)

E
[800 Height

By See And Resolution

W«*h

H«gN

Resolution

p  Mertam Pioportions

[md

Inches

Inches

Use Scteen Size

r  Mesmee Window kt Screen 

Image Cok* Depth 32 Bit |M#ons) -• |

r  Apply Alpha Charnel When Piesert 

r  Coned Exposue When Present

Figure. 2.2.110

I4*i
New

UsMa |

EA |

Cos* | Ose |

load Prows Ud**

Arnhem L pn

Figure. 2.2.111

e. Click “Light Name” in Light Palette to get setting 
box (Fig.2.2. 111). Drag “Ambient Intensity" bar to 40%, 
and set “Color” as “ R-219, G-219, B-219”.

f. Display - Image Option. Set custom image size to 
800x600. (Fig.2.2.110).

g. Display-Render Zone: Make “Renderzone” 
display to have a rendering and go to File - Save to 
save it as a JPG file.

h. Use the same way of above to create different 
angel views and elevation views, (last 8 Figures in next 
page).

Figure. 2.2.111 Northwest View 
(Rendering time: 82s)

Figure. 2.2.111 Northeast View 
(Rendering time: 130s)
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Figure. 2.2.111 Southeast View 
(Rendering time:115s)

Figure. 2.2.111 Southwest View 
(Rendering time: 121s)

Figure. 2.2.111 East View 
(Rendering time:45s)

Figure. 2.2.111 W est View 
(Rendering time: 53s)

Figure. 2.2.111 South View 
(Rendering time: 10s)

Figure. 2.2.111 North View 
(Rendering time:53s)
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2.3.4 FORMZ MODELING SAMMARY 
TOOLS

CATEGO
RIES

COMMANDS
ICON or 
MANU FUNCTIONS EXAMPLES

ZOOM IN BY 
FRAME

B Scales down the content of a rectangular frame 
drawn on the screen to fit the entire window.

ZOOM OUT BY 
FRAME

U5J

IS
Scales up the content of a rectangular frame drawn 
on the screen to fit the entire window.

HAND (PAN) a
Clicking and dragging on the window moves the 
displayed view in the direction you drag. Any steps

ZOOM s
Clicking on the window enlarges or recuces the 
diplayed image by a iactor which is controlled by 
Zoom In By and the Zoom Out By parameters in 
the Zoom Options dialog.

PREVIOUS VIEW i i Returns to window setup in effect before the most 
recent Display operation.

VIEW SET VIEW

Dynamically sets the current view. Use the first 
mouse click as a reference point. Then moving the 
mouse horizontally or vertically to rotate views, 
especially for 3D views controling.

Any steps,

RESPECTIVE View - Perspective Set current view to perspective view. FMZr20c

WIREFRAME
DISPLAY Display - Wireframe

Showing model in a wireframe display. Default 
setting for new 3D view windows. Quick 
generating.

Any steps,

QUICK PAINT Display - Quick 
Paint

Showing model in a rought shading display. The 
edge lines will be shown. Quick generating , but 
slower than Wireframe.

FMZrSk

SURFACE
RENDER

Display -Surface 
Render

Showing model in a exact shading display. The 
edge lines will be shown. Slow generating.. FMZrlOc

RENDER ZONE Display - Render 
Zone

Showing model in a rendering display , especially 
for final rendering. The slowest generating.

FMZ-20g
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TOOLS (Continuous):
C A T E G O 

R I E S C O M M A N D S
I CON o r  

MANU
F U N C T I O N S E X A M P L E S

O B J E C T  S N A P  
T O  E N D  a n d  I N T E R S E C T I O N S3 S3

Snap to input the closest endpoint or 
intersection points o f two segments.

N O  O B J E C T  
S N A P Ih J

Leave the O bjec t Snap mode to none 
snap.

P R E C E S I O N
T O O L S C O M B I N A T I O N  

O F  O B J E C T  S N A P b y
Use several O bject Snap simultanously. 
Double click icon to set snap combination 
mode.

Any steps

O R T H O  S N A P 0
Snaps input points to a direction paralllel 
to the two orthogonal axes o f the current 
reference plane.

L A Y E R S L A Y E R S P a l l e t e s  - L i g h t

Quickly setting properties o f layers 
including "Snapable/U nsnapable, 
Lock/U nlock, Visible/Unvisible(On/Off), 
etc." to simplify viewing objects for exact 
point picking or rendering.

FM Z -2

3D OBJECTS CREATING:

3D
OBJECTS

COMMANDS 
IN USE

CIRCUMST
ANCES METHODS EXAMPLES

STRAIGHT 
EDGE SOLID

F> 0 For rectanglular 
solid. (Six-face 
solid)

Set solid height first from Height manu; Use □  to 
create base shape(rectangle) of solid.

FMZ-2e, f 
FMZ-81 
FMZ-9c,e 
FMZ-12b

m m For any straight 
edge solid.

Set solid height first from Height manu; Use[2bJto 
create base shape(any straight edge shapes) of solid.

FMZ-3g
FMZ-12f

qb-a For any straight 
edge solid.

Create base 2D shape first, then set heights, and 
extrude it to be a 3D solid. (Reverse procedure of 
above)

FMZ-9a,b

IRREGULAR
CURVE
SOLID

' t i

For any irregular 
curve solid with 
one flat side.(as a 
curve wall)

Set solid height first, then make multiple style line as a 
base shape(straight + curve) of solid. FMZ-12a

m r n r n - m

For any irregular 
curve solid with 
one flat side.(as a 
curve wall)

Create base shape first, then extrude to solid (Reverse 
procedure of above).

FMZ-2b,d 
FMZ-8f, h

m
For any solid

Create 2D sections (any shapes) first, then create a 
path line (straight or curve); Usej  ̂̂ j to extrude section 
along path line.

FMZ- 18a,b

CYLINDER
m m For any cylinder 

with straight height.
Set cylinder height first, then draw a circle to be a base 
size of cylinder. FMZ-17a,

m m For any cylinder
Make a circle as section shape, and a line or a multiple 
line as extruding path, use to extrude section along 
paht line.

FMZ- 18a,b
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i n  r m  ly y in n u rv iM r;.

T Y P E S C O M M A N D S
IC O N  o r  

M A N U
F U N C T IO N S E X A M P L E S

BOOLEAN

UNION l i Merge two soBd together to become one solid. FMZ-19a

DIFFERENCE m
Cut one solid shape from another solid. Mainly use for 
windows and doors creating.

FMZ-4d,
FMZ-5f

SECTION Cut one solid apart by slicing line. FMZ-17b,c

OBJECT
SUB-LEVEL

EDITING

MOVING SUB- 
LEVEL 

ELEMENTS

E B B E
- a

Move sub-level elements to change solid shapes. Use 
for adjusting shapes after a solid created. FMZ-7c,d

EXTRUDE FACE a  + i
Extrude one face in one direction. It is the same 
funciton as Moving face, but only works in face 
perpendicular direction.

FMZ-

SINGLE
OBJECT

MODIFICATI
ON

MOVE E3 + S Move objects in any coordination planes.
FMZ-5e, 
FMZ-8m, 
FMZ-12c,e

COPY ffi + H Copy objects in any coordination planes. FMZ-13d

FINAL IMAGE RENDERING:

OBJECTS COMMANDS ICON or 
MANU FUNCTIONS EXAMPLES

LIGHT LIGHT P alle tes-L igh t Using Light Pallete to set all parameters including color, 
position and intensity. FMZ-20a

MATERIAL SURFACE STYLE P a le ttes-S u rfa ce
S tyle

Using Surface-style Pallete to create materials by 
adjusting color, reflection, refraction and roughness. FMZ-19b,c

RENDERING

DISPLAY OPTION D isp lay-D isp lay
O ption

It is setting option for final rendering. Render Zone 
option includes settings of background, ambient light, 
and image size.

FMZ-2()d,e,f

RENDER D isp lay-R en der
Z one

Rendering command FMZ-20g
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PROCEDURE TIME CONSUMING (Unit: Minute)

FMZ-1 IMPORT FILES 3.0
FMZ-2 SET LAYERS 6.0
FMZ-3 CREATE WALL SWL-2, SWL-3 10.0
FMZ-4 CREATE WINDOWS OFSW-ll,SW-12 ON SWL-2 5.0
FMZ-5 CREATE WALL OF EWL-2 AND ITS WINDOWS OF EW-12,

EW-13,EW-14,EW-15, EW-21, EW-22, EW-23. 9.0
FMZ-6 CREATE WALL OF EWL-3 10.0
FMZ-7 CREATE WALL OF EWL-3, EW-4, AND WINDOW OF EW-31,

EW-32 15.0
FMZ-8 CREATE WALL OF NWL-2, NWL-6, AND WINDOWS OF

NW-12, nw-21, NW-22, WW-22 30.0
FMZ-9 CREATE WALL OF NWL-1 AND NWL-3, WINDOWS

AND DOORS OF ND-11, ND-12, ND-13, NW-11, NW-13. 10.0
FMZ-10 FINISH THE WALLS IN WEST SIDE OF WWL-1, WWL-2,

WWL-3, WWL9, WWL-8 AND ITS WINDOW WW-21 15.0
FMZ-11 MAKE WINDOWS AND DOORS ON WEST ELEVATION:

WD-13, WW-12, WW-11, WD-12, AND WD-11. 10.0
FMZ-12 CREATE FLOORS AND ROOF 15.0
FMZ-13 ADJUST, REPAIR AND FINISH WALLS IN BIG BUILDING 10.0
FMZ-14 MAKE WINDOW FRAMES 55.0
FMZ-15 MAKE WINDOWS 15.0
FMZ-16 MAKE CORRIDOR AND SMALL WEST SIDE BUILDING 

INCLUDING SWL-2,SW-4,WWL-5, WWL-6, WWL-7, NWL-4,
NWL-5, AND EW-18,, NW-22, NW-23, ED-21 25.0

FMZ-17 MAKE SPIRAL STAIR 15.0
FMZ-18 MAKE RAILINGS 15.0
FMZ-19 CREATE AND ASSIGN MATERIALS 5.0
FMZ-20 MAKE FINAL RENDERINGS 30.0

TOTAL 308Minuts, 5.133 Hours
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2.4 CASE STUDY MODELING FOR3DSV1Z 
2.4.1 3DSVIZ INTERFACE INTRODUCTION

C:)D Stvdro VIZ R? - Untitled

Figure. 3.3.1

(T) Upper Menu Bar: Standard Windows menu bar. click to set environment and pick commands.
©  Tool Bar: This Tool Bar provides quick access to tools and dialogs for many of the most common 

tasks in 3D Studio VIZ. Click each icon to get command.
©  Command Panels: The command panels are six user-interface panels that give the access to most 

of the modeling features of 3D Studio VIZ, as well as some animation features, display choices, 
and miscellaneous utilities. Click each icon in the bar to show different category-commands.

©  Status Bar Control: Contains an area for prompt and status information and for buttons to 
control the display of 3D Studio VIZ viewports. Include coordination, snaps, showing manners.

(D Viewport Control: These buttons control the display of the viewports. (Detail use is listed in next page)

©  Camera View Control: At the same position of Viewport Control. Only activate when using 
camera views.

©  Viewport Windows: Single or multiple viewport windows controlled by its configuration.
©  Sub-menu Box: Correspond with Tool Bar command, click “+” or to open and close sub

menus.
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Viewport Control:
hJ (Zoom): Adjusts view magnification only in the 

viewport where you drag. By default, this button 
zooms in and out of the center of the viewport.

(Zoom Extents): Centers and magnifies the 
jtj view in the active viewport to display all 

visible or selected objects.

(Region Zoom): Zooms a rectangular region. 
El Zoom to mouse crossing area.

(Full-Screen Toggle): Toggles the active 
Q  viewport between its normal size and full

screen size.

Basic Tools and Tips:

W\ (Zoom All): Adjusts view magnification in all non- 
camera viewports.

(Zoom Extents All): Centers and magnifies the 
view in all non-camera viewports to display all 
visible or selected objects.

| (Pan): Moves your view parallel to the current 
viewport plane.

,kV] (Arc-Rotate): Use Arc Rotate to rotate your 
viewpoint around your view. Arc Rotate re
mains active until you right-click or choose 
another command. You can constrain the 
rotation to a single axis by pressing SHIFT 
before beginning the rotation.

f )  (Redo, Undo): Cancel the last action, or cancel the last Undo(Redo the last action). Right-clicking over 
the Undo (or Redo) button displays a list of recent actions, where you can choose the level of Undo.

(Select Object): Selects an object or objects for manipulation.

Al
(Select By Name): Allows you to select objects by picking them from a list of all objects in the 

In-1 scene.

Click and drag to begin creation process at lower-left comer of interface. It provides an ongoing help system 
based on the current cursor position and the current program activity.

1 Object Selected above the Prompt Line, and displays the number and type of object.

(Lock or Unlock Selection): Toggles selection locking on and off.

Aim
(Window/Crossing Toggle): Switches between window and crossing modes when you select by 

i'.̂ l #: region (by drawing an invisible shape as a boundary to select objects). The button’s icon shows 
which mode is active.
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0  Q| (Degradation Override): Toggle between the shade rendering mode and wireframe mode of display when 
playing animation or moving the view.

(Object Snap):Provides control over the range of 3D space where snaps are active. Object snap
ping lets you snap to specific portions of existing geometry during creation and transforms of 
objects or sub-objects. You can also snap to the grid, and you can snap to tangents, midpoints, and 
so on. Right click icon to get setting up dialog, box.

^  : 2D Snap: The cursor snaps only to the active construction grid, including any geom
etry on the plane of that grid. The Z axis, or vertical dimension, is ignored.

2D Snap: The cursor snaps only to the active construction grid, including any geometry 
on the plane of that grid. The Z axis, or vertical dimension, is ignored.

^3j: 2D Snap: The cursor snaps only to the active construction grid, including any geom
etry on the plane of that grid. The Z axis, or vertical dimension, is ignored.

Mouse Utilization:
With the three-key Intelli-mouse, the middle wheel key can be used as three function:

Zoom In: Rolling forward wheel. Zoom Out: Roiling backward wheel.
Pan: Hold wheel and move mouse.

Delete key = Delete (Erase) function.
L = Left View: Type in L for each viewport to change view to " Left”. So did with:
R= Right View, K = Back View, F = Front View, T = Top View, B = Bottom View, U= User View.

2.4.2 3DSTUDIO VIZ R2 MODEL CREATING
Change name

<3*  »,*».* **«.*»**..»

3DVIZ-1 IMPORT FILE(5.0M)
STEPS:

a. File - Import: Import file named 
“PlanM.dwg”. (The AutoCAD file can be 
better imported than the DXF file for 3DVIZ, 
but it is only compatible with AutoCAD 14 or 
lower formated DWG file.)

b. It |: Select all objects using window 
selection.

c. Change their name to “plan”, click right 
area to change color. (Fig.2.3.2)

Figure. 2.3.2 Change color click
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OtwftCl GoStif

,v r  AukCAD̂Cl pafcM
I l k

! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ : ■  
■ ■  1 ! ! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

GutitinOskis

£»ji r».>:»y> . j •%)

e. Group - Group: Grouping selected objects,
d. In the color selecting box, pick a grey 

color(R 167,G 167,B 167) for these objects.(Fig.2.3.3).

3DVIZ-2 CREATE WALL SWL-2 (10.0M) 
T O O L S :-, sj. . |. %. •!.
STEPS:

r kutr.hlrxkn U**s Cok» j 0* | CmcW |

Pick color
Figure. 2.3.3

■ Grid and Snap S e t . . .H K P
|Snaps |  Options j Home Grid j

| Standard j7 ]

□  i™ Grid Points □  F  Grid Lines

A  F  Pivot [  ]  F  Bounding Box

b_ F  Perpendicular y  F  Tangent

+  D  Vertex 0  F  Endpoint

□  F  Edge 0  F  Midpoint

A  F  Face V  F  Center Face

a. : Right click snap button to get setting box. Select 
object snap of Endpoint.(Fig.3.3.4) Then click it to 
activate 3D Object Snap /  .

c. File - Import: Import South Elevation file 
“South, dxf’.

Clear AH |

Figure. 2.3.4

Figure. 2.3.5

5 l @ t

. sw im
p

Une
_ Ce*. 1 |

1
•

T<Hf 1 w# 1
0*r-c-L»v« |

£----

Figure. 2.3.6

Click to set color

b. * , *j: Pick elevation object, and move to plan 
position. (Fig.2.35) (When using move, click 
basepoint first, then do not loose mouse to drag it to 
new position point by using snap).

d. #  - - Line: Set color to (R240, G240,B231).
Use line command and snap tool to trace the wall 
lines at Front View. (Fig.2.3.6)(Fig.2.3.7).

Figure. 2.3.7
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F’r e f w e n c e  S e th n q rs

S«*e»4l
| Uimm* VVwf*»<»! \

Hcltdci«M|i JO Steiilie VIZ | Anlmwlun trvtmai-Z
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;TV Ij
(AnAAiMWMc

P

...I ^  I
Figure. 2.3.8

JIBUTI
^oupO l

Type in to 
change the 
name

H -  Modifiers

P  U se Pivot Points 

More. I Sets J Si
Taper Mesh Select

Parameters

Amount: JjTB tj
Segments: p tj

Capping
W Cap Start 
P Cap End 
Morph P Grid

Figure. 2.3.9

. Configure 
« I - l o o o -v r j r e :  'J z j  'j 'j j u b z — c r t r

Figure. 2.3.10

<\.File - Preference: At the Preference Settings, select 
“1 unit = 1.0 inch". Check “Automatic Unit Conver
sion". (Fig.2.3.8)

e. j§- - Extrude: Set amount to “8.0" (Fig.2.3.9) to 
extrude tracing line to be wall SWL-2. Change object 
name to SWL-2.(Fig.2.3.9)

f: Right click upper left comer of each viewport can 
bring a Setting Menu (Fig.2.3.10). Pick 
“Smooth+Highlights" for “User" Viewport. (Fig.2.3.11) 
(Using Setting Menu can change display manners 
and make close or open for Grid, Views, and config
ure the detail setting).

■29

Figure. 2.3.11
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Figure. 2.3.12

Parameters................. l a t r  j Pm a n d  j

Length: 16 0 ^ 3 5 $  I

Width: 178 31778 A  - 

Hergt*f8l A

Length S egs: p  A

Width Segsp A
Height Segs ft A

f*  Generate Mapping Coords.

Figure. 2.3.13 Give name

3DVIZ-3 CREATE WALL SWL-1, SWL-3 AND 
WINDOWS OF SW-11, SW-12 (15.0M)
TOOLS:
STEPS:

a. « -  Box: Create a box along the SWL-1 
outline by 2D snap ** the endpoint.(Fig.2.3.12) Change 
Height Parameter to “8’ ” (Fig.2.3.13). Give name 
“SW L -r (Fig.2.3.13)(H/hen creating a Box, click first 
point, do not loose mouse and drag to second point 
directly, then loose mouse to move any distant away 
to create height of the box. After finish creating box, 
you can still come back to change parameters of 
Length, Width, and Height in the setting box)

Figure. 3.3.14

Figure. 2.3.16

b. Box: Do the same way to create wall
SWL-3 by 16’ high. Give name “SWL-3”. (Fig2.3.14), 
(F2.3.15)

Figure. 2.3.15
c. ds- *>- Box;Make two 20 units high boxes by 

tracing windows of SW-11 and SW-12 in Front View 
(Fig.2.3.16)
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Figure. 2.3.17
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' '* # r * * ^ r  
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S a d M  | Lanm eS  |

y»)CW

tv*
A* |

r r Dxy
K  WtA» lrt!l*> :«

OpeMnii

Hyx«f f

Figure. 2.3.18 Figure. 2.3.19

Figure. 2.3.22

d. m_, ryj, : Select two boxes, then lock the selec
tion. Click Y-restriction in upper tool bar, then move two 
boxes to the position cross the SWL-2.(Fig.2.3.17)

e. «  - % -Compound Object: Click “Standard 
Primitives” to roll column down, and pick “Com
pound Objects”. (Fig.2.3.18)

f. Boolean : Select SWL-2 first, use “ Boolean" - 
“Pick Operand B” (Fig.2.3.19) to pick two boxes one 
by one. Subtract window out off SWL-2. (Fig.2.3.20) 
(When using boolean to work on several operands, 
the process of “select” - “boolean” - “Pick Operand” 
must be repeated for each one).

at«a.‘

■So*
>* Metvhttxd f feyr** r tyd*.
r lyser

P ** 1
P ..rxpM N.yf |
P V* I'.f* |
P
P

i ttmtimith
* i i r

f* S*i*»w r  5«*Kf l ‘t( * r * * r * t  ' i t k c t  |  C«nr»i |

Figure. 2.3.21

3DVIZ-4 CREATE WALLS OF EWL-1 EWL-3, 
EWL-4, EWL-5. (10.OM)

TOOLS: W, A
STEPS:

a. f%|: Click “Select By Name” to select objects 
“Shape elevl” and “Shape elev2”. (Fig.2.3.21) (Hold 
“Ctrl” key to make multiple selection).

b. |E] - Hide selected: Make hide to elevation lines.
c. File - Import, Import West Elevation file 

“East.DXF”. Move it to right position on plan. ( 
Fig.2.3.22)
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Figure. 2.3.24

Figure. 2.3.27

c. r^|-Line: Make wall EWL-1 tracing line as 
shown (Fig.2.3.23) in Right View (Type R in that 
viewport).

d. jj - Extrude: Extrude tracing line at “8.0" in 
amount. (Fig.2.3.24).

e. Box: With height amount “8.0", create two 
boxes for EWL-6 and EWL-4. Give the same name for 
each of them. (Fig.2.3.25).

f. vj: Select EWL-4, click <*|to highlight it. Then right 
click mouse (or use menu Tools-Transform Type-in) to 
get setting box (Fig.2.3.26). At X value in “Offset: 
World" column, type in “-14' 1" to move EWL-4 to its 
right position. (Fig3.3.27) (Fig.3.3.28)

Type in distance x 

AB \  —__1 x I

""D K t r -  a
V rTTTTT” y |uu 2j
2 irtmrnr^ jj : p5T̂ ~ jj

Figure. 2.3.26

Figure. 2.3.28
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3DVIZ-5 CREATE EAST ELEVATION WINDOWS
___________________________ 3D Studio VIZ R2

Figure. 2.3.29

Figure. 2.3.30

Figure. 2.3.31

OF EW-11, EW 12, EW-13, EW-14, EW 15, EW-21, 
EW 22, EW 24, EW 24, EW-31, AND EW-32.
(12.0M)
TOOLS: 51, R
| xx
STEPS:

a. -te - (4 - Box: Create boxes for windows by 
tracing window edge lines.(Fig.2.3.29)

b. *]: By X-restriction, move them to across the 
wall EWL-1.

c. -Compound Object - Boolean(A-B): Pick 
EWL-1, then subtract window boxes from the wall. 
(Fig.2.3.30).

c. Box, v j, ^  -Compound Object -
Boolean(A-B): Use the same way as previouse step to 
create windows ofEW-11, and EW-32. (Fig.2.3.31, 
2.3.32).

3DVIZ-6 CREATE NORTH ELEVATION WALLS 
OF NWL-1, NWL-3, NWL-6 (15.0M)
TOOLS: g ,  5], ^], % , Ig, _x_, jrj,

| xx
STEPS:

a. qg- Hide Selected: Select all the objects except 
“Plan" to hide.

Figure. 2.3.32
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Figure. 2.3.33

Figure. 2.3.36

b. <e- Box: With height amount "8'0". create 
NWL-1 and NWL-3 by tracing line on Plan 
(Fig.2.3.33).

c. c -  Cylinder: Make two cylinders to cover 
round part of NWL-6 with one height “15’” for inside 
and another height “12”’ for outside in the Section 
Floor Plan. (Fig.2.3.34)

d. ^  - >>- Box:: Make a box to cover left half of 
two cylinders as shown (Fig.2.3.34).

e. •*£ - Compound Objects - Boolean! A-B): Subtract 
out the curved part of NWL-6 . (Fig.2.3.35)

f. y- Box: Create three boxes of staight part of 
NWL-6 . (Fig.2.3.36)
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Scatter | Connect | 

ShapeMerge) Boolean

Name and Color 

|Cylinder02

- Pick Boolean (

Pick Operand B j

f  Reference ^  Copy 

Move f '  Instance

Parameters
Operands
I A: Cylmder02 
BBoxOS

Name:

C  t» r  <

Operation 
(* Union 
r  Intersection 

Subtraction (A-B) 

f  Subtraction (BA)

t]

Figure. 2.3.37 Figure. 2.3.38

g. •*£ - Compound Objects - BooleanfUnion): At the 
Boolean sub-menu, select “Union” (Fig.2.3.37) to union 
pieces of part together for NWL-6 . (Fig.2.3.38)

h. Using “Transform Type-in” method to move 
NWL-6 up (Y-direction) 7’-4” in Back View. 
(Fig.2.3.39).

i. Move it to right position on the First Floor 
Plan(Fig.2.3.40)

3DV1Z-7 CREATE NORTH ELEVATION WALL
OF NWL-2, AND WINDOWS OF NW-22, NW-12.
(20.0M)
TOOLS: i qj, W  JL-
| xx
STEPS:

a. Right click Snap <.1 to add object snaps of “Inter
section" and “Midpoint”.

b. •€: - ĉ |: Uncheck the option “Start New 
Shapes”.(Fig. 2.3A \) (Underthis choice, any shapes 
created later will be in one object.)

•-4*  .L |5  S I T
' t l c t *  % ■»!
| ; r ^ .d

Obr:* rrs>f- j
SuriHewSK** r"

trw  j rWirt* ]
Cittfr I £»»:<• i
^  ! CxrU j

t i k *  j 9* j
r.» j Meie |

CMxiUe j Sertgn I

Figure. 2.3.41
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Arc! Line

Arc2 Figure. 2.3.42

Figure. 2.3.46

c: - Line. Arc: On the Third Floor Plan,
tracing the NWL-2 line to make two lines and two 
arcs to make full tracing of the wall. After that check 
“Start New Shapes’* to make them to be one object. 
(Fig.2.3.42) (Fig.2.3.43).

d : %-  Extrude: Pick tracing line which have created to 
extrude by amount “25 * 8".

e. vj: Move it to right position on First Floor Plan.
f. View - Viewports Configuration: Check the 

option “Force 2-sided”. (Fig.2.3.44) (3DVIZ will 
attribute two side property for each object. By default 
setting, 3D VIZ will not show inside-face in 
“Smooth+highlights" mode. So it need to make 
selection of “Force 2-sided,').

g. is -  fr- Box:: Create three boxes at the position 
as shown (Fig.2.3.45) by the heights of “6’-6”, “ 14’- 
1” .

h. *> -Compound Object - Boolean(A-Bk Pick 
NWL-2 first, then subtract three boxes from the wall. 
(Fig.2.3.46).

Box2 with 
height 6 -6.

x
Box1 with 
height 14-1

Figure. 2.3.45
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Figure. 2.3.47

Figure. 2.3.50

i. File - Import: Import North Elevation file 
“Norht.dxf ’ (Fig.2.3.47).

j. ;q |, y[: Since the elevation is left-right turning, it 
need to be rotated back. Select object, click oj, right 
click mouse to use “Transform Type-in”. Type “ 180” 
in Z-value of “Offset:Screen” (Fig.2.3.48). Then 
move it to right position. (Fig.2.3.49)

__________________________ SDStudio VIZ R2

Figure. 2.3.49

k. •*£- >>-Boxl: Create boxes as shown (Fig.2.3.50)
for completing NWL-2 and windows ofNW-31, NW- 
11 in Back View. Make them high enough to go across 
the NWL-2.

l. -Compound Object - Boolean(A-B): Pick 
NWL-2 first, then subtract above boxes from the wall 
to finish NWL-2 and windows. (Fig.2.3.51).

Figure. 2.3.51
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Figure. 2.3.52

Figure. 2.3.53

Figure. 2.3.54

Figure. 2.3.55

3DVIZ-8 CREATE NORTH ELEVATION WIN
DOWS AND DOORS OF NW-11, NW-13, ND-11, 
ND 12, ND 13, WW-22. (10.0M)

TOOLS: q j, ^  jL, 2 j ,

In
STEPS:

a. Box: : With height amount create
three boxes for ND-13, NW-13, ND-12. (Fig.2.3.52).

b. ^  Box: With height amount "6 ' 6". create 
two boxes for ND-11, NW-11. (Fig.2.3.53)

c. Use “Transform Type-in” to move NW-11 
box up 3’-0” in Back View.

d. s -Compound Object - BooleanfA-Bl: 
Subtract all boxes from their walls. (Fig.2.3.54)

e. Box; With height amount “3 ’-0”, create box
for WW-22.(Fig.2.3.55)

f. vj. > -Compound Object - BooleanfA-BT 
Move box up 11 ’-0”, and subtract from NWL- 
2.(Fig.2.3.56).

Figure. 2.3.56
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3DVIZ-9 CREATE WEST ELEVATION WALLS
____________________________ SDStudio VIZ R2

Figure. 2.3.59

Figure. 2.3.61

OF WWL-1, WWL-2, WWL-3, WWL-4, WWL-9, 
WINDOWS AND DOORS OF WD II, WD-12, 
WD 13, WD 21, WW-11, WW-12, WW-21.
(15.OM)
TOOLS: g ,  gj, ^ |, ^  zj,

f*x
STEPS:

a. Box: : With height amount 8’, create
three boxes for wall WWL-4 and WWL-3.. 
(Fig.2.3.58) (Fig.2.3.59)

O

Figure. 2.3.60

b. 45: - Box: With height amount “3’-0”, create 
box for WW-21 in the Second Floor Plan.(Fig.2.3.60)

c . vj, c  - -Compound Object - Boolean(A-B): 
Move box up 11 '-0 '\ then to its position in the First 
Floor Plan. Subtract from WWL-8 . (Fig.2.3.61).

d. ^  Box. <*]; With height amount 3’-6" and 
1 -10'% create two box for WW-11. Move them up 
3’-0” in Right View(Fig.2.3.62)
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Figure. 2.3.66

Figure. 2.3.67

e. s -Compound Object - Boolean(A-B): 
Subtract WW-11 out of wall WWL-3.(Fig.2.3.63)

f. *£■ - Box. * ] ,« :-  % -Compound Object - 
Boolean(A-B): Use the same way to create WD-13, 
WW-12, WD-11, and WD-21. (Fig.2.3.64, Fig.2.3.65, 
Fig.2.3.66)

Figure. 2.3.65

3DVIZ-10 CREATE FLOORS AND ROOF(20.0M) 
TOOLS: qj, ^  JL,
Ixr,
STEPS:

a. [4| - Line (Arch Uncheck “Start New Shape” 
, use Line and Arc to trace second floor on the Second 
Floor Plan.(Fig.2.3.67)

b. ^ |. f¥] - Hide Selected: Select “plan”, hide it in 
the views.

c. - Edit Spline. *j: Select tracing floor line to join 
endpoints together. (Fig.2.3.68) Under Snap mode, have 
the endpoint (the point have little box on it) moving a little 
bit to get option (Fig.2.3.69). Click “Yes” to join two

Edit Spline_______________ H

W eld coincident endpoints?

1 Yes No

Figure. 2.3.69
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Figure. 2.3.70----  r.d» ..... ;

endpoints together. (When using “Start New Shape" to 

create Spline, each endpoint of shapes will not join 
together at one time, although it would be in one 

object. That means, when they are extruded up, they 

will not become a solid, but several continuous 

shapes. So before doing Extrude, they must be joined 

together first by Edit Spline.) (Fig.2.3.70)

d. % - Extrude: Extrude it to amount 8.
e. [sp - Unhide Bv Name: Select "plan", hide it in 

the views.
f. _ v j :  Move it up 8’, and move to the position of the 

First Floor Plan.(Fig.2.3.71).
g. Use the same way above to create the Third 

Floor(Fig.2.3.72, Fig.2.3.73) and the 
Roof.(Fig.2.3.74), (Fig.2.3.75).

Figure. 2.3.75
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Figure. 2.3.77 Figure. 2.3.78

$ MAX Script Listener
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Figure. 2.3.79

Figure. 2.3.80

Figure. 2.3.81

3DVIZ-11 CREATE WINDOW FRAMES(70.0M) 

TOOLS: ± ,  JL, 2_,
k
STEPS:

a. [E] - Hide Selected: Hide all objects except SWL-
2.

b. - ca| - Line: Make window tracing lines of 
SW-11, SW-12. .(Fig.3.3.76)

c. ' f  - MAXScript: Click “AutoCAD Shortcuts” to 
show a commands pad of AutoCAD.(Fig.3.3.77)
(3DVIZ has limited functions for 2D drafting compar
ing AutoCAD. So it refers several basic commands 
from AutoCAD by MAXScript. Just click command 
icons to have those command working.)

d. [Ej, ^(Offset): Hide SWL-2 first (For easily 
selecting lines). When use Max script commands, a 
Commands Box shows prompts of every steps 
(Fig.2.3.79). Use 2 as distance of offsetting, click 
inside area of rectangle to offset another rectangle 
object by frame width. (Fig.2.3.78).

e. - Extrude : Select all lines and extrude them 
to amount 2. (Fig.2.3.80)

f. Use above way to create frame of WW-21 first. 
(Fig.2.3.81)

g. ^  - ca| - Line, Arc: Create a multipul line along 
the curve window line of WW-22 by unchecking 
“Start New Shapes” on the First Floor 
Plan.(Fig.2.3.82)

h. jEj, (Offset): Offset above line by 2 amount to 
outwards.
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Figure. 2.3.83

Move and

i. *]. ^ - Extrude: Move double line up 11 ’-0 in Left 
View, and extrude them up 2 amount. (Fig.3.3.83)

j. vj(Copy): Select bottom frame, and move it by 
holding “Shift” key to make a copy. (Fig.3.3.84) 
(When hold “Shift” key to move object, it will be 
made a copy. The original object will keep position, 
and a new duplicated object will move to new posi
tion)

Figure. 2.3.84

Figure. 2.3.85

Figure. 2.3.87

k. - % - Box: By 2 X 2 X 3’-0, create three boxes 
at their specific positions as WW-22 frames. 
(Fig.2.3.85).

l. OB, - £fr| - Line, - MAXScript. <&), % -
Extrude : Use the same ways of above to create all the 
frames of building. (Fig.2.3.86, Fig.2.3.87, Fig.2.3.88, 
Fig.2.3.89).___________________________

Figure. 2.3.88 Figure. 2.3.89
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Figure. 2.3 90

Object Color BE
b*.< C<*»: *  ,.X> £•«*»««. ■ *«*»>• r " A#«CA6 AO

m m # # # # # # # # # * #

? “ A i» * n  R *n d 6 r> C « * «  C w W rtC ek l IT l  , ^  .r |

3DVIZ-12 CREATE WINDOW GLASS(20.0M) 
TOOLS: ^  ^  JL,
| XX
STEPS:

a. ^  - Box : With height amount 0, create a
box for glasses of SW-11, SW-12.(Fig2..3.90) Click 
color option to make color like “cyan” (Fig.2.3.91).

____________________________SDStudio VIZ R2

I

Figure. 2.3.92

b. *J: Move it inside wall SWL-2. (Fig.2.3.92)
c. q(copy): Select lower WW-22 frame, hold 

“Shift” key, use scale command and drag mouse 
inward to make another curved object inside wall 
NWL-2. (When holding “Shift” key to make scale, 
move, rotate, it will always make a copy to the origi
nal object). (Fig.2.3.93).

d. i j - Edit Mesh: Select upper row of vertex. 
(Fig.2.3.94). (3DVIZ has a object hierarchy from 
object, to face, element, vertex, etc. By Edit Mesh, 
those sub-objects can be modified including move, 
copy, scale, and finally result object shape changing).

Figure. 2.3.94
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Figure. 2.3.96

f. By Y-restriction, move group of vertex up3*-0 
to make glass for WW-22.(Fig.2.3.95) Click “Sub- 
object” again to return object level. Change color to 
cyan.

b. Use the same way above to create all window 
glasses. (Fig.2.3.96, Fig.2.3.97).

Figure. 2.3.97

3DVIZ-13 FINISH OTHER SMALL BUILDING
(40.OM)
TOOLS: 3 J, m  * , S  A ’ *i>
hx
STEPS:

Use all the ways in previous steps to finish west 
side small buildings. (Fig.2.3.98, Fig.2.3.99, 
Fig.2.3.100. Fig.2.3.101).

Figure. 2.3.99 Figure. 2.3.101
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Figure. 2.3.103 Figure. 2.3.102

Figure. 2.3.105

3DVIZ-14 CREATE RAILINGS (15.0M)
TOOLS: # ,  qj, g ,  yj,
| xx
STEPS:

a. ^  - [4| - Line. Circle: Create a line for path of 
second floor railing. By radius of 2, create circle for 
railing section shape. (Fig.2.3.102)

b. - > - Loft Object - Loft: Select the path line, 
scroll down from “Standard Primitives” to “Loft 
Object”. (Fig.2.3.103) Click “Loft”, then use “Get 
Shapes” to pick circle. A railing has been created. 
(Loft object is created by two 2D shapes, one for 
extruding path, one for section shape.)

c. ■£], Shift+*j(Copy): Move created loft object up its 
position. Then make a copy to finish other parts. 
(Fig.2.3.104)

d. - Standard Primitives - Cylinder: By radius 
2, create another two cylinder as vertical railing parts. 
(Fig.2.3.105)

__________________________SDStudio VIZ R2

Figure. 2.3.106

e. Use the same way of above to create all railings 
in this building. (Fig.2.3.106, Fig.2.3.107).

99
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Figure. 2.3.109

Clone Options

Object 

<• Copy 

Instance 

f* R eference

r* Controller-......... .

Number of copies: p  Cj

Name: |stairOl|

OK | Cancel

3DVIZ-15 CREATE SPIRAL STAIR (15.0M) 

TOOLS: g, qj, :,q, % , g|, m, tH A- JSi» 2J»
N
STEPS:

a. [g, Line. Arc: Hide all objects except
“plan”. Create a multiple line by tracing one stair 
step. (Fig.2.3.108)

b. jg- - Edit Spline, v): Connect endpoints of arc 
and line together by snapping endpoint and moving.

c. | |  - Extrude: Extrude to 6 amount. (Fig.2.3.109)

d. *j(Copy): Use Z-restriction, hold Shift key to make 
three copies of original step on Top View.
(Fig.2.3.110). (By using Z-restriction when making 
copy from Top View, the copied objects will keep the 
same position of original one.)

m i m m m m rm m y  f»i
tMMTt

>: pT5 aj y alv prr——"ii y # ----- U
: | ai z  @1'' al

Figure. 2.3.111

e. oj: From Top View, select one of step, use “Rotate 
Type-in”. At the “Offset: Screen” category, type Z=-22.5. 
(Fig.2.3.111, Fig.2.3.112) (The step makes a rotation 
by clockwise 22.5 degree.)

f. Move rotated step up 6 amount in Right View.
g. io|, v]: Do the same way with other copied step 

rotating each -22.5 degree, and moving up by 12. and 18 
amount. (Fig.2.3.113).

Figure. 2.3.113
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Figure. 2.3.114

h. Edit - Clone: Select four steps first, then make a 
clone to all of them. (The cloned objects will still 
leave in original position.)

i. Oj, v]: Rotate four steps to -90 degree in Top 
View. Then move them up 24 amount in Right View. 
(Fig.2.3.114).

j. Edit - Clone, £>j, *j:Use the same way of above to 
finish other steps. (Fig.2.3.115)

Figure. 2.3.115
k. #  - - Cylinder: Make a cylinder in the center of

stairs to finish. (Fig.2.3.116)

3DVIZ-16 MAKE FINAL RENDERINGS (20.0M) 
TOOLS: ,,L|, c |, % , w,

R

Figure. 2.3.116
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Figure. 2.3.117

STEPS:
a. - Standard Primitives - Box: Create a box 

under the building as a ground mass.
b. - v - Tanzet Spot, Make a Spot light from 

the direction as shown (Fig.2.3.117). Set light V param
eter to “250'’ (Fig.2.3.118). Move it up higher than 
building in Front View. (When creating light, first 
clicking is the position of light, then do not loose 
mouse but drag it to the second position which is for 
its target, loosing mouse).

c. <£.- v - OmillL v f Make another Omini-light at 
the position as shown (Fig.2.3.119). Change its V param
eter to “150”, then move it little up in Front View.

Figure. 2.3.119
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Figure. 2.3.121
Target Distance: 1547 430

Shadow Parameters 

|v  Cast Shadows 

Use Global Settings

C  Use Shadow Maps 
(* [Use Ray-Traced Shadows

Map Bias Size S mp Range 
[4 0 ” I )  [512™" 2 j  f T 0 ~  j  

P  Absolute Map Bias 

Ray Trace Bias: |0  2 t j

Figure. 2.3.122

Figure. 2.3.123

d. ^  - j* - Target, *\: Create a Target Camera 
from the direction as shown (Fig.2.3.120). Move it up 
(Fig.2.3.121). (The procedure of Target Camera 

creating is the same as Target Spot light creating. 

The first clicking is for position, and second one for 

target. Do not loose mouse during creating).

e. * , : Select Target Spot Light first, then click
Modify command get setting options at right side. Put 
mouse on it, when the arrow showing hand icon, hold 
the mouse drag the menu up to show “Shadow Pa
rameters” (Fig.2.3.122). Check “Cast Shadows”, then 
check “ Use Ray-traced Shadows”, Use the same way 
to uncheck the “Cast Shadow” for the Omini-light.

f  t  |,IS - Hide Selected: Hide glass objects, and 
leave other objects in the view. Then select them all 
.(Fig.2.3.123)

g. ^ : Click Material command in upper tool bar to get 
material creating box. (Fig.2.3.124).

Shetng j]

ic Wk- 
' S w o i . ,
r  F t .

r  2'S«*6 r  F e e  M e
r  we p

J  S ( a r * j  s p — *jj  B r îl Vipir̂ j
J  S d w i fT T *  *J

M im a |S  l l  _J
Shm S l e e k  |5 j )  _ j

SdNUeKei P  j]  J  
Oe«* P T "iJ  J Figure. 2.3.124
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Figure. 2.3.125
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Figure. 2.3.126
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Figure. 2.3.130

h. Click the first slot sample to high-light it 
(Fig.2.3.124). Click right rectangular area of Diffuse to 
get setting box (2.3.125). Drag right side bar and set 
Red:250, Green250:, Blue247: Use the same way to 
set Ambient and Specular to the value Ambient 
(R243G243B237) and Specular (R255G255B255).

i. %]: Click this icon to assign the created material to 
the wall objects.

j. Use the same way above to make a material for 
glass objects. Set Ambient (R1G1B1), Diffuse 
(R195G234B233), Specular (R255G255B255). Then 
set Shininess-50, Shin. Strength-80, Opacity-30 in the 
lower menu (Fig.2.3.126). Pick glass objects and assign 
this material to them

k. Select Target Spot Light, and in “Spotlight 
Parameter” of modifying menu, check
“Overshof XFig.2.3.127). (The “overshot” feature make 
Spot Light eliminate everywhere in screen without 
unlighted area).

1 - OminL ±] Make the second Omini-light at
the position as shown (Fig.2.3.128). Change its V 
"parameter to “60”, then move it little up in Front 
View. Be sure to uncheck the parameter “Cast 
Shadow” for the Omini Lights.

m. Rendering - Environment: In the setting box, set 
background color to the value (R0G170B226). 
(Fig.3.3.129)

n. Q : Set render option. Use Output Size 800x600. 
Check “Force 2-sided”. Click “File” to give the name for 
rendering image file. Then click “Render”.

o. Use the same way above to make rendering as 
show below.
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W est Elevation 
(Render Spend: 155s)

SouthElevation 
(Render Spend: 24s)

North Elevation 
(Render Spend: 58s)

Northwest View 
(Render Spend: 85s)
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Northeast View 
(Render Spend: 135s)

2.4.3 FORMZ MODELING SAMMARY 
TOOLS: Take references of Interface introduction at the beginning of 3DVIZ modeling.

3D OBJECTS CREATING
3D

OBJECTS
COMMANDS 

IN USE
CIRCUMST

ANCES METHODS EXAMPLES

S T R A I G H T  
E D G E  S O L I D

& - Box For rectanghilar 
solid (Six-face 
solid)

Create a box directly. The Length, Width, and Height 
amounts can be changed by inputting value.

3DVIZ-3a, b,c,
3DVIZ-4c
3DVlZ-7g

^  - ca - Line + 
#  - Extrude

For any straight 
edge solid.

Make a closed multiple-edged line firsL then extrude it 
to be a solid

3DVIZ-2d,e
3DVIZ-4c,d

I R R E G U L A R
C U R V E
S O L I D

& - Line, 
Arc + -
Extrude

For any irregular 
curve solid with 
one flat side.(as a 
curve wall)

After that uncheck "Start New Shapes” in 
command panel using Line and Arc commands to 
make a multplc-segement closed line. Then extrude it 
to be a sohd.

3DVIZ-7c,d

<€> [A-Line. Circle 

+  <€>cb-Loft 
Object- Loft

For any solid

Create 2D sections (any shapes) firsL then create a 
path Ime (straight or curve); Use Loft command to 
extrude section along path line. 3DVIZ- 15a,b

C Y L I N D E R

%-Cylinder For any cylinder 
with straight height.

Create a cylinder directly. The Diameter and Height 
amounts can be changed by inputting value. 3DVIZ-6c

A-Line. Circk 
+ <€>Gb-Loft

Object- Loft

For any cylinder

Make a circle as section shape, and a Inc or a multiple 
line as extruding path, use Loft command to extrude 
section along path Ime 3DVIZ- 14a,b

Southeast View 
(Render Spend: 102s)
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3D OBJECTS MODIFYING:

TYPES COMMANDS
ICON o r 
MANU

FUNCTIONS EXAMPLES

BOOLEAN

UMON
-Conpcxrri 
Objects - 

Booleanf Union)
Merge two solid together to become one solid. 3DVIZ-6g.

SUBTRACT
- Conpound 

Objects - Boolean 
(A-B. B-A)

Cut one solid shape from another solid. Mainly use fix- 
windows and doors creating.

3DVIZ-3C

OBJECT
SUB-LEVEL

EDITING

MOVING SUB- 
LEVEL 

ELEMENTS

S - E d i t  Mesh- 
\brtex(Face,

±J

Move sub-level elements to change solid shapes. Use 
fix adjusting shapes after a solid created.

3D W rl2d ,f

SINGLE
OBJECT

MODIFICATI
ON

MOVE
i d

Move objects in any coordination planes. Using axis 
restriction to move in specific axis.

3DVIZr2b,
3DVIZr5b

COPY
Fill-Clone, 
Shift + Copy objects in any coordination planes.

3DVIZ- 14c, 
3DVIZ-15h

FINAL IMAGE RENDERING:

OBJECTS COMMA
NDS ICON or MANU FUNCTIONS EXAMPLES

LIGHT

TARGET
SPOT - Tanzet Soot.

Set it as a sunlight Drag Spot light from postion to 
target then adjust parameters to make it bright 
(V=255). Moving position and target icon to proper 
position.

3DVEZrl6b

OMINI - i- - O m ini
Set it as environment tight. Click position at a viewport 
to create, then adjust parameters and move it to 
proper position.

3DVIZrl6c

MATERIAL MATERIAL
EDITOR %

Select objects need fix material Go to Material Editor 
to activate one of sample, adjust color, highlight and 
opacity properties sliding bar to set material properties. 
Assign crated material to selected objects.

3DVIZr 16g,h,i

RENDERING RENDER %
Presetting all rendering value in setting box including 
Rendering Type, Background, Image size and Formats. 
After all set, click Render.

3DVIZ- 16rtmo
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PROCEDURE TIME CONSUMING (Unit: Minute)

3D VIZ-1 IMPORT FILE 
3DVIZ-2 CREATE WALLSWL-2
3DVIZ-3 CREATE WALL SWL-1, SWL-3 AND WINDOWS OF 

SW-U, SW-12
3DVIZ-4 CREATE WALLS OF EWL-1EWL-3, EWL-4, EWL-5 
3DVIZ-5 CREATE EAST ELEVATION WINDOWS OF EW-11, 

EW-12, EW-13, EW-14, EW-15, EW-21, EW-22, EW-24, 
EW-24, EW-31, AND EW-32.

3DVIZ-6 CREATE NORTH ELEVATION WALLS OF NWL-1, 
NWL-3, NWL-6

3DVIZ-7 CREATE NORTH ELEVATION WALL OF NWL-2,
AND WINDOWS OF NW-22, NW-12.

3DVIZ-8 CREATE NORTH ELEVATION WINDOWS AND
DOORS OFNW-11, NW-13, ND-11, ND-12, ND-13, WW-22. 

3DVIZ-9 CREATE WEST ELEVATION WALLS OFWWL-1, WWL-2, 
WWL-3, WWL-4, WWL-9, WINDOWS AND DOORS OF 
WD-11, WD-12, WD-13, WD-21, WW-11, WW-12, WW-21. 

3DVIZ-10 CREATE FLOORS AND ROOF 
3DVIZ-11 CREATE WINDOW FRAMES 
3DVIZ-12 CREATE WINDOW GLASS 
3DVIZ-13 FINISH OTHER SMALL BUILDING 
3DVIZ-14 CREATE RAILINGS 
3DVIZ-15 CREATE SPIRAL STAIR 
3DVIZ-16 MAKE FINAL RENDERINGS

3DStudio VIZ R2

5.0
10.0

15.0
10.0

12.0

15.0

20.0 

10.0

15.0
20.0
70.0
20.0
40.0
15.0
15.0
20.0

TOTAL 312Minuts, 5.20 Hours
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CHAPTER III COMPARISON OF
3D MODELING PROGRAMS

As the Summary I made for each program after creating model, 
the features of 3D modeling programs are Interface and Tools, Object 
Creating, Object Editing, Displaying and Rendering. These four 
aspects create a basic program structure for the manipulation of 3D 
Modeling. My program comparison will focus on those aspects, and 
will have a pragmatic conclusion for 3D Modeling by synthesizing 
typical features and evaluating specific functions.

Comman

/
3wt *-vx* : W. I

Form -Z In terface  Palette (Window)

PROGRAM COMPARISON IN INTERFACE AND TOOLS

Program Interface contains the information for all program func
tions, from environment setting to command operating. Since they all 
run in PC platform, some typical Windows-system interface characters 
make them popular and easy to handle. For example, they all have an 
upper drag-down menu, command panel or tool bar , command prompt, 
working space and setting boxes.

3DVIZ In terface

* *"***'• ' : ...
AutoCAD In terface

From the upper menu, every command can be found. The large 
column has small sub-menus to dispatch the quantities of commands. 
Except for some special functions, using upper menu every time for each 
command takes too much time. For those frequently used commands, 
there should be an easier way to reach them. Most programs put them in 
an obvious position called command panel or tool bar.

In AutoCAD, Form-Z and 3D VIZ, there are two ways to use 
command panels. One uses a permanent position, and one uses open- 
close windows which are moveable. 3D VIZ has every working com
mand in a right-side panel that occupies part of the screen, while some 
commonly used tools are located in toolbars right below the upper 
menu. Form-Z and AutoCAD offer moveable bars for commands.
Each command becomes a small icon on the bar. Clicking the icon 
works the command.
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Shortcut Setting Dialog Box in 
3DVIZ

Considering our working habits, we use only one hand for mouse 
moving and clicking. The more clicks for each command, the more time 
the job takes. The Hotkey or Shortcut created for those basic commands 
improves efficiency. Hitting one key by one hand accompanied by an
other hand’s mouse clicking is the best way to input commands. More
over, many toolbars on screen will block the eye’s view of the working 
space. All three programs offer a powerful Hotkey setting environment 
that allows the user to create their own Hotkeys. (The Hotkey setting file 
in AutoCAD is called ACAD.PGP. It is in the "Support" directory and 
can be edited by Notepad; 3DVIZ Shortcut editing is in File - Prefer
ences - Keyboards Form-Z Shortcut Editing is described at the begin
ning of chapter 2.2 .)

The Hotkey setting for AutoCAD and Form-Z makes up for some 
of their shortcomings in command manipulation. Generally speaking, 
the command display in 3DVIZ is the best among three programs. Its 
book-tag style panel is divided clearly in several categories and is easily 
controlled by clicking the leading tab to find the command name with
out any misleading icon. The unmovable panel also does not interfere 
with the working display.

All three programs have a small area to show command prompts, 
which shows current command perimeters and choices. The AutoCAD 
prompt area is located beneath the drawing display, and Form-Z has a 
prompt palette in a window. Although 3DVIZ uses a bottom edge line to 
show a single line of a current prompt, its command panel has complete 
information for each command.

The working area or working display is the screen space used 
for viewing a model. It includes different modes by which to see 
modeling results clearly and easily.
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3.1.1 3D Model Viewing Tools

Watching a 3D model is not much different from viewing a draft 
drawing. Each model segment is in three-dimensional space and must 
be observed from more than one direction to locate its exact position. A 
single direction view occupies one viewing space, and multiple direc
tion views have different observation windows called “viewports.” Nor
mally, there are at least three viewports used for 3D Modeling in 
AUTOCAD, Form-Z and 3D VIZ. One for plan or top view, one for el
evation or side view, and one for 3D isometric or perspective view.

When the mouse is used in different viewports, it can move 
along a specific direction, called coordination system, to locate a 
point. In Form-Z and 3DVIZ, the coordination system changes auto
matically with the local viewport. This means it is easy to control the 
working plane when creating model. But in AutoCAD, changing the 
coordination system uses another function called User Coordination 
System (UCS) manipulation (ex. ATCD-2.). Sometimes, it wastes 
time to switch UCS between an orthonographic plane and a 3D per
spective view.

In 3D modeling, enlarging or reducing a view area and rotating 
a view angle are three needs for observing a model in 3D. Zoom 
changes the observation area. Zoom in and Zoom out are basic func
tions for viewing in the three programs.. AutoCAD2000 and 3DVIZ2.0 
developed this function in Intellimous, a three-key and middle wheel 
mouse. By rolling the middle wheel forward and backward, zoom in 
and zoom out functions are practiced in real time. Compared to the 
easy handling of those two programs, it is a little inconvenient to use 
the zoom function in Form-Z. It has several viewing commands set in 
one position which can not be used in real time. Often, zoom in and 
zoom out are used at same time. But Form-Z uses one command at one 
time and the user must set the command bar again to use another one. 
In Form-Z, the viewing function does not work in real time when 
creating a model. Also, other functions gray out when using the zoom 
mode. So all of these result in slower working in Form-Z. The way I 
bypass this is to set several Hotkeys to make those functions work in 
real time (FMZ-Presetting2).

CHAPTER III COMPARISON OF 3D MODELING PROGRAMS_______ ____________ _______
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X
U sing 3D O rbit in AutoCAD

Zoom in and out are two functions for seeing an object in one 
facing-out direction. To observe in an isometric or perspective view, 
another view function must be applied. The three programs all have 
angle-rotating view tools for 3D views. In AutoCAD, it is called 3D 
Orbit(<&); in Form-Z, it is Navigate View ( J«), and in 3D VIZ, it is 
Arc Rotate (Q ) .

These three functions manipulate 3D views in the same way. 
When the mouse moves inside or outside the circlular area, the target of 
the view stays stationary and the camera location, or point of view, moves 
around the target. Although Navigate View condenses several functions 
in one circle divided into three diameters, its original idea remains the 
same. While the mouse moves horizontally or vertically, the modeling 
view rotates along two virtual axes or one virtual center point.

Of the three types of commands. Arc Rotate is the best. It only 
affects the view around a central point, which is easily controlled. 
3DVIZ (3 DM AX) was the first program to introduce this function. 
Using 3D Orbit, the view rotates around two axes. Occasionally, it 
takes several times to find the required viewing directions. Thus, 
Navigate View is a somewhat complicated setting. Each divided circle 
part needs to be used carefully.

U sing Arc R o tate  in 3DVIZ
Besides Navigate View and Arc Rotate, Form-Z and 3D VIZ 

use Camera and Target to control perspective. Adjusting the corre
sponding positions between Camera and Target and their properties, 
such as Lens and Distance, changes the perspective views in certain 
ways. This function does not exist in AutoCAD.

Considering different features of Viewing tools. My compari
son result is listed below.
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F u c t i o n A u t o C  AD F o r m - Z 3DVIZ

O ne
Direct ion 
Zoom In 
and Out

Using Of to Zoom in 
a nd  out  ; Rolling 

middle  key in 
Intel l imouse

Zoom in £ 5 and Zoom 
out ggin  an  i n d e p e n d e n t  

m o d e

Using 3J to Zoom in and  
out  ; Rolling middle  key in 

Intel l imouse

Better for Functions Enough for Functions, 
but not convenient Enough for Functions

Isometr ic
Viewing

W orking by 3D O rbit W orking by Navigate View

S
W orking by Arc Rotate

Enough for Functions Enough for Functions Better for Functions

P e r s p e c t i 
ve

Viewing

W orking by 3D O rbit 
in Persepective mode

W orking by Navigate View 
,%« in Persepctive m ode;

Adjusting with C am era, 
Target and their properties.

W orking by Arc Rotate 
vN in Persepctive m ode; 

Adjusting with C am era, Target 
and their properties.

Lack of Function Enough for Functions Better for Functions

3.1.2 3D Modeling Precision Tools

After learning how to handle views, the next step of 3D model
ing is to locate a point in a three-dimensional space. The point is decided 
by the coordinates X, Y, and Z. There are two ways to trace a point. One 
way is by the grid-snap system, and another is by object snapping.

At the beginning of modeling, the work space is like a blank 
piece of paper, where no object has been created. The grid-snap system 
helps locate the first group of objects. All three programs have a pre-set 
grid system crossing the modeling area. Using the snap function, the 
mouse jumps to a grid point. It gives the user a scale concept to start 
creating the model. AutoCAD and Form-Z offer another prompt space 
for typing in coordination values.

When a certain number of objects are created, the object-snap 
system works better than grid-snap. For instance, gradually adding 
objects makes each segment harder to see. Object-snap (Osnap) offers 
different snapping modes. Endpoint, Midpoint. Intersection, Center, 
Perpendicular, as well as Vertex, Edge, Face, to locate a point or pick
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an object. The three programs also make an Osnap combination 
which allows several Osnap modes to work at same time. The most 
useful Osnaps include Endpoint and Intersection. Unfortunately, 
3DVIZ lacks the Osnap Intersection function. Sometimes, it must 
work harder to locate segments right at the intersection point.

Another precision tool is Orthography controlling. This func
tion makes the mouse move along two perpendicular axes or only one 
directional axis. The Ortho controlling exists in AutoCAD and Form- 
Z. A user can define two specific degree axes to activate the Ortho 
function. But in 3DVIZ, it is restricted to X, Y, Z or XY. With axis 
restrictions, the mouse only moves along the direction of specific 
coordination views.

Comparing the precision tools in three programs, the evalua
tion are listed in the table below.

F u c t i o  n A u t o C A D F o rm -Z 3 D  VIZ

GRID,  
SNAP 

(TVP E-IN 
C 0 0 R D I- 
NATES)

Pres et  Grid mesh  
without  changing by  
Z o o m  in and out.  
Pr ompt  wi ndow for 
type- in coordi nates .

Pr e s e t  G rid plane  
changing by Z o o m  in 
and out.  Pr o mpt  wi ndow  
for type- in coordinates

Pres e t  Grid p lane 
changing by Z o o m  in 
and out.  On e  line prompt  
w ithout type- in  
c oordi nates .

E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s L a c k  o f  f u n c t i o n

OBJECT
SNAP

A  11 types  o f  O snap 
m o d e s  including 
Endpoint  and 
Intersect ion snaps .  
Ext ended O snap 
function by Tracking  
s y s t e m .

A 11 types  o f  0  snap 
m o d e s  including Endpoint  
and Intersect ion snaps

A 11 types  o f  0  snap 
m o d e s  including Endpoint  
and without  Intersect ion  
s n a p .

B e t t e r  f o r  f u n c t i o n s E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s L a c k  o f  F  u n c t i o n

ORTHOG
RAPH

Defaul t  X - Y  
Orthography.  Extended  
function by Polar  system 
to make  certain degree  
O rthographs.

Defaul t  X - Y  
Orthography.  An y  other  
d e gr e e  changing adjusted  
by settings.

U s e  X ,  Y. Z.  adn X Y  
restriction to me e d  the 
n e e ds  o f  Orthograph.

E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s
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3.2 PROGRAMS COMPARISON IN 3D OBJECT CREATING

As we mentioned before, we call the objects created in model
ing programs Architectural Geometry. In each program summary, we 
also discussed their creating methods according to different geometric 
shapes. If we take a look those modeling procedures, we notice that no 
matter what kinds of solids we create, straight-edged, curve-edged, or 
a combination of straight and curved, they will always involve creating 
from archetype solids and creating by closed line extrusion.

The archetypes of solids are basic shapes, such as box, cylinder, 
tube, sphere, etc. By setting or adjusting their parameters, most architec
tural geometries can be created. The theory of closed line extrusion uses 
2D-generating of 3D features. When a closed object outline is created, it 
can be extruded to a 3D solid according to its height or along its length- 
path. Generally, object creation in 3DVIZ is more “Solid-archetype” 
oriented, but AutoCAD and Form-Z use the method of closed-line extru
sion.

CHAPTER III COMPARISON OF 3D MODELING PROGRAMS ________________

In 3DVIZ, most model parts change into a series solid arche
types. For the straight-edged wall, they become a combination of 
boxes (3DVIZ-3a,b,c, 3DVIZ-4e, 3DVIZ-7g). For the curve-edged 
wall, they are transformed into a combination of cylinder parts and 
boxes (3DVIZ-6b,c,d,e). On the other hand, 3D VIZ does not exclude 
using closed-line extrusion to create objects. The problem is that its 
polyline iunction is not easy to use. After unchecking the “Start New 
Shape” option in Shape Creating (-), a polyline, including segments of 
arc and lines, is created. But sometimes, this polyline is not a closed 
line and can not be extruded. It needs the edit function to join the 
segments’ ends together, then the polyline can be extruded (3DVIZ- 
10a,b,c,d). This makes 3DVIZ slower in line creation. Therefore, it 
borrows some drafting commands from AutoCAD by its MAXScript 
function. By running “AutoCAD Shortcut” (-MAXScript-AutoCAD 
Shortcut), this problem is solved (3DVIZ-1 lc,d). It should be empha
sized, this is not a function of 3DVIZ, but a borrowed power from 
AutoCAD.
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Closed-line extrusion is widely used in AutoCAD and Form-Z 
for creating objects. The reason lies in its correspondence with the char
acters of Architectural Geometry, which have section variants but per
sistence height, a straight-height solid. Closed-line extrusion is operated 
by Pline in AutoCAD. With the Pline command, any 2D shapes’ outline 
can be created, whether it is a straightedge solid or curve-edge solid. 
Then, Pline extrudesSD objects (ATCD-4-2a,b, ATCD-5-la,2a, ATCD- 
10-1 a,b, ATCD-14-1 a,c, ATCD-9-1 a,b, ATCD-17). AutoCAD has another 
way to create 3D objects through “extrusion." It is not really “extru
sion”, but a way of changing certain Plines or 2D Solids’ thickness 
(ATCD-10-3b). The 3D objects created this way cannot be further edited 
with Boolean commands, but are shown as a 3D solid through shading 
or rendering. So it is seldom used for creating 3D objects.

Compared to AutoCAD’s use of archetype-solid creations 
(ATCD-16-1 a,b), Form-Z is a total closed-line extrusion method 
program. The extrusion is used either while creating a closed-line or 
after that operation. With commands under 3D-extrusion([ ^). any 2D- 
surtace( o ) lines are extruded by current height value automatically 
(FMZ-2e, f, FMZ-81, FMZ-3g, FMZ-12f). A closed line becomes a real 
3D solid after extrusion, while an unclosed line only becomes erected 
faces along the height. The inverse procedure starts from 2D line 
creation first, then uses Extrude(iQ) to create a 3D solid (FMZ-9a,b, 
FMZ-2b,d, FMZ-8f, h), which is similar to the process in AutoCAD. 
2D lines in Form-Z are created in two ways under the 2D-surface(|7§)) 
state. One uses basic shapes( □ .(“)) to make closed lines (FMZ-9c,e, 
FMZ-12b, FMZ-17a), and the other uses straight line or arc commands 
( y ,  Q , y )  to create multiple-segment closed lines (FMZ-12a, FMZ- 
8f, h).

Understanding only two basic ways to create straight-height sol
ids does not allow us to create any 3D objects that architectural model
ing involves. Some solids' heights are not that straight. They might be in 
inverse characters, which has persistent section shapes, but an irregular 
height path such as in railing or a chimney. For these sorts of objects, the 
three programs are different. However, their basic rules are the same, 
extruding 2D shapes along a multi-segment continuous line. The com
mand used in AutoCAD is the straight-height solid creation. Extrude.
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Before Extrude works, a path line and a section shape must be made, 
then a shape is extruded along the path line (ATCD-17). The command 
used in 3DVIZ is called Loft. A pre-made shapes Loft along the path line 
(3DVIZ-15a,b). Sweep () is the command used in Form-Z. The 
sectionshape Sweep along path line (FMZ-18a,b). Sweep(kfa|) has more 
power than the similar functions in the other two programs. It can put 
more than one shape along the path line when the parameters in the 
dialog box are adjusted.

For the functions of 3D ojbeets creaing, the programs’ evalua
tion is listed the table below.

F u c t i o  n A u t o  C A D F o r m - Z 3 D  V IZ

S O L I D - A R -  
C  H E T Y P E  

C  R E  A T I N G

S o m e  s im p le  c o m m a n d  
like B o x .  S d h e r e  ar e  still 
in us ing.

M o s t  o b j e c t s  s t a r t  f rom  
b a s i c  so l id ,  an d  are  
a d u s t e d  thei r  p a r a m e t e r s  
to g e t  d i f f e r e n t  s h a p e s .

S e l d o m  u s e d  f u n c t i o n  s N o  f u n c t i o n s M a in f u n c t i o n

C L O S E D  
2 D  L I N E  

E X T R U S  I O -  
N

U s e  P  line c o m m a n d  to 
c r e a t e  a c l o s e d  ou t l ine  
for  a n y  s h a p e s  o f  
s e c t i o n ,  t h e n  e x t r u d e  it 
to the c e r t a i n  he ight .

S e t  o b j e c t  he ig h t  first,  
t h e n  us ing d i f f e r e n t  w a y s  
to c r e a t e  a s e c t i o n  s h a p e .

C r e a e  a c l o s e d  line by  
2 D  s h a p e  c o m m a n d ,  o r  
us ing M A X s c r i p t  ge t  
A uto C A D  re la ted  
c o m m a n d  d i r ec t ly  to g e t  
s e c t i o n  s h a p e s ,  t h e n  by  
E d i t ing  s h a p e s ,  use  
E x t r u d e  c o m m a n d  to 
m a k e  a e x t r u s i o n .

W i d e l y  u s e d  f u n c t i o n s M a i n  f u n c t i o n s P a r t  o f  F u n c t i o n

I R R E G  U L A -  
R L E N G T H  

S  O L I D  
C  R E  A T I N G

U s e  P  line c r e a t e  s e c t i o n  
out l ine  a n d  leng th  p a t h ,  
th en  e x t r u d e  s e c t i o n  
a lo n g  the length  p a t h .

C r e a t e  s e c t i o n  line an d  a 
o a t h  l ine . th en  use  S w e e o  
c o m m a n d  to g e t  so l id .

C r e a t e  s e c t i o n  line an d  a 
p a t h  l ine . t h en  use  L o f t  
c o m m a n d  to ge t  so l id .

P a r t  o f  f u n c t i o n s P a r t  o f  f u n c t i o n s P a r t  o f  f u n c t i o n s
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3.3 PROGRAMS COMPARISON IN 3D OBJECT EDITING

The piling up 3D solids does not make a real model. They need 
further editing and more details. Some of the architectural elements of a 
model, such as windows and doors, do not come from object creation 
directly, but come from their manipulations. 3D-object editing has two 
different results. One works externally, changing position or individual 
duplication. The other works internally way, losing shapes.

Compared to external edit functions such as Rotate, Mirror, and 
Array, Move and Copy are the most basic. The move command works 
more frequently than Copy in three programs, but their operations are 
almost same: selecting an object first, and then using a base point as a 
reference coordination to move an object to another position (FMZ-5e, 
ATCD-18-2a, 3DVIZ-2b). Moving an object’s position corresponds with 
3D coordination. Locating an exact position is the most important step 
for this command in 3D views. Using Snap or Osnap is an efficient way 
to help move an object. Since 3DVIZ and Form-Z have more flexible 
coordination systems because of their changeable viewports, the Move 
command has fewer problems than in AutoCAD. But AutoCAD also has 
the advantage of the Align command, which works like the Rotate and 
Move functions, without changing UCS (ATCD-15-3a, ATCD-16-2a).

The Copy command has the repetetive operation of Move, but 
Copy duplicates the original object and then change its position. Al
though the rules are same, the concrete procedures are different in the 
three programs.In AutoCAD, Copy has the same procedures as Move, 
but will left original object at position (ATCD-10-3d). Form-Z needs to 
set a Copy mode first, then just use Move (Pg) to make a copy (FMZ- 
13d). 3DVIZ will also set a copy manner Clone {Edit-Clone) from upper 
menu, then Move the objects which is similar with Form-Z (3DVIZ-14c, 
3DVIZ-15h).

Move and Copy orders created objects, but windows or doors 
have to be produced by Boolean internal editing methods. Boolean ob
jects work as a 3D solid arithmetic calculation. It has the functions of 
Add and Minus, called Union and Subtract for modeling.
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The Union function adds two different 3D objects together. In 
AutoCAD, 3DVIZ, and Form-Z, it is called Union. When two objects 
unite together in the three programs, an edge line is shown on the inter
section edge and the joined parts of the second object disappear (ATCD- 
9-lc, FMZ-19a, 3DVIZ-6g). Furthermore, in 3DVIZ, the united object 
has the first object's name.

Generally in 3D modeling. Union is less used than Subtract, which 
is the main function to create windows or doors. Using Minus is to sub
tract one 3D object from another. In AutoCAD, this function has the 
name Subtract (ATCD-8-2b, ATCD-14-lf). In 3DVIZ, it is called Sub
traction by A-B or B-A. The A is the first object which will exist after 
the operation, and B is the one which will be lost (3DVIZ-3f). The Sub
tract command name in Form-Z is different. Although it has a different 
name than AutoCAD, it follows the same functional steps (FMZ-4d, FMZ-

50.

A reverse process of Union is to cut a 3D solid into two different 
3D solids. This function in AutoCAD is Slice, and Section ( )  in Form- 
Z. After pointing out a specific plane by a line, or three points, the origi
nal solid can be cut at that plane into two objects. This function is absent 
from 3D VIZ, but its Boolean-Intersection command can achieve this 
result.

The Internal editing method changes the shape of solids in 
another way. As we know, each three-dimensional object must be 
composed of a sub-level, two-dimensional segments. Two-dimensional 
segments can also be divided into its own sub-level, one-dimensional 
elements, and so on. So this composite structure becomes a 3D-object 
hierarchy. Any transformation of elements in these hierarchies result 
change the whole object. All the three programs make use of this 
function, though the names in an object hierarchy might be different. 
Most transformations of elements include Move, Copy, Extrude and 
Delete. For example, moving or extruding faces has the same result on 
a 3D solid as the command Extrude (ATCD-18-la, ATCD-18-2a). 
Moving faces also changes part of the object (FMZ-7c,d). In addition, 
moving a vertex group or mesh endpoint can affect a Boolean object 
(3DVIZ-12d,f). m
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External and Internal 3D object editing functions implement 
the 3D Modeling. Their features in three programs are listed in table 
below.

F a c t i o n A u t o C A D F o r m - Z 3D VIZ

E X N T E R -N A LE D I T I N G
M O V E ,  C O P Y ,  R O T A T E ,  

M I R R O R ,  e t c .

Select objects first, then use 
the next (or third) mouse
clicking point as a base 
reference point to edit 
object.

Select objects first, then 
use the next (or third) 
m ouse-clicking point as a 
base reference point to 
edit ob ject. To make a 
copy, it needs to set a 
Copy  mode first, then use 
Move function.

Select objects first, then 
use the next (or third) 
mo use-clicking point as a 
base reference point to 
edit ob ject. To make a 
copy, use Shifts Move,  
or under Clone manner.

E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s

B O O L E A N
Use Union and Subtract  to 
make Boolean directly.

Use Union and Subtract  
to make Boolean directly.

Use Union and 
Subtraction to make 
Boolean. Two Booleaned 
objects can be keep,  
delete or copy by setting 
different parameters.

E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s B e t t e r  f o r  F u n c t i o n

I N T E R N A LE D I T I N G O B J E C TC U T T I N G

Use Slice command to cut 
object  along selected axis.

Make  a section plane 
first, then use Section 
command to cut object  
along selected axis.

N o direct command to 
reach this function.

E n o u g h  f o r  f u n c t i o n s B e t t e r  f o r  F u n c t i o n L a c k  o f  f u n c t i o n

S U B - O J B E -  
C T  E D I T I N G

Use specific commands 
such as Extrude face £» or 
Move face tif to reach 
this function. There no ways 
to select sub-object  directly, 
then make manipulation.

Set different sub-object  
levels first, then select this 
level elements, use Move 
and C o p y  commands to 
make manipulation.

Select object  first, then 
use Edit to reach its sub
object  level, use Move 
and Cop y  commands to 
make manipulation.

L a c k  o f  f u n c t i o n B e t t e r  f o r  F u n c t i o n B e t t e r  f o r  F u n c t i o n
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3.4

AutoCAD: Wireframe

PROGRAMS COMPARISON IN DISPLAYING AND REN
DERING

Either during or after the 3D modeling process, displaying a 
modeling result is very important. Most displays are in Wireframe or 
Shading modes. The Wireframe mode shows everything on the screen 
and runs quickly, but it confuses the solid outlines by overlapping ob
jects. The shading mode shows solid shapes clearly, but blocks some 
inside segments and generates slowly. Using these two functions flex
ibly helps to create a model easily and quickly.

AutoCAD: Hide Line

3.4.1 Shading and Layer as viewing tools
Although different display modes will improve the efficiency 

of finding a required object, sometimes, the screen is still full of am
biguities which can not be deleted. The Layer function works to sim
plify object display.

AutoCAD: Flat Shaded

AutoCAD and Form-Z have this Layer function. Every 
object is located in one of the layers. Its basic functions are to make 
each layer turn on or off, which means objects in that layer are 
shown or not. Besides this. Layer attributes other properties to its 
objects including color, line type, and texture. Those properties 
improve the display. Objects in layers also can be locked, which 
means it shows on the screen but can not be selected or edited. 
Unfortunately, 3DVIZ has no Layer function. So numerous object 
names come out in a list after creating a model. It is hard to choose 
certain objects, which slows down the editing process.

AutoCAD: Gouraud Shaded

AutoCAD: Flat Shaded, Edges On AutoCAD: Gouraud Shaded, Edges On
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In AutoCAD, Form-Z, and 3DVIZ, the default display mode is 
Wireframe. When an object is created, all of its edge lines are shown on 
screen to represent its existence. There is another mode. Hide, which 
shows the blocked parts. Hide only works in AutoCAD and Form-Z.

Fomr-Z: Wireframe

Fomr-Z: Flide Line

&

Fomr-Z: Quick Paint

The Shading mode has different finishing levels, from rough 
shading to rather realistic shading. The more perfect the quality, the 
longer the time to generate. In AutoCAD, Shading modes include Flat 
Shaded. Gouraud Shaded, Flat Shaded & Edges On, and Gouraud 
Shaded & Edges On. Comparatively, Flat Paint, Shaded Render and 
Surface Render are three Shading modes in Form-Z. In 3D VIZ, the 
normal shading mode is Smooth+Highlights. There is no obvious 
showing and generating difference between it and the other modes 
which are Facets, Facets+Hightlight, and Smooth. However, any object 
in 3D VIZ has a two-sided character, inside face and outside face.
Under the default setting, the inside face is not shaded, unless the 
option Force 2-sided \n setting box is checked (Right click 3 ]).

Fomr-Z: Surface Render

3DVIZ: Wireframe 3DVIZ: Facets

3DVIZ: Facets + Flighlight 3DVIZ: Smooth

3DVIZ: Smooth + Highlight
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F ac t ion AutoCAD Form-Z 3D VIZ

LAYERS

There are certain layers 
using for defining 
properties. Turning on 
or off, freeze or thaw, 
lock and unlock are 
basic functions for 
objects displaying.

Have the same function 
as the AutoC AD layers.

N o layer defined for 
objects.

Enough f o r  func t ions Enough f o r  funct ions No funct ions

SHADING
DISPLAY

The quality from rough 
to clear, the spending 
time from short to long. 
Shading modes include 
Flat Shaded, Gouraud 
Shaded, Flat Shaded & 
Edges On, and Gouraud 
Shaded & Edges On.

The quality from rough to 
clear, the spending time 
from short to long, 
Shading modes include 
Flat Paint, Shaded 
Render and Surface 
Render.

The quality from rough to 
clear, the spending time 
from short to long. 
Shading modes include 
Smooth, Facets, and 
F a c e ts+ H ightlights. 
Shading mode runs 
faster, but needs to care 
for the two sided faces.

Enough f o r  funct ions Enough f o r  funct ions Better f o r  funct ions

3.42Rendering and its process

Besides animation, rendering is the goal for most 3D modeling. 
A good rendering work combines different techniques in lighting and 
material creation. A complete discussion on rendering is beyond the 
scope of this report. I will present some basic comparisons for render
ing as one of the steps in the modeling process.

By using rendering in my case study, I intend to make a simple 
imitation of a daylight scene to observe the modeling result more clearly. 
Lighting and material creation are two factors for this sort of rendering. 
Lighting offers a feasible tool to make a 3D model imitate a real envi
ronment. Normally, lights has three forms: Point light, spot light and 
parallel light, all of which have different names in the three programs. 
Direct Light in AutoCAD and 3DVIZ and Distant Light in Form-Z. Point 
light is like a lamp which radiates rays in 360®. Spot light is like a torch 
that sends light along a direction from its position to its target. And par
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allel light is like the sunlight which pours light everywhere at a persis
tent angle. Each type of light has properties of color, intensity and 
shadow casting. It is shown as a symbol in the drawing and can be 
moved and copied like any other object (ATCD-23-3,3DVIZ-16b).

Point Light is used in the three programs to imitate a reflection 
of environment, since AutoCAD and 3D VIZ (Omini-light) do not have 
Radiosity Calculation to create this effect and the Form-Z takes 
relatively long time and complicated operations to do it. ( ATCD-23-2, 
3DVIZ-16c,l). They are always set to lower intensity and do not cast a 
shadow.

Spot Light takes the place of Parallel Light to imitate sunlight. In 
this situation. Spot Light is set to the highest intensity in the scene and 
casts a shadow on objects (ATCD-23-3, 3DVIZ-16b, FMZ-20a). The 
casted shadow has two types, Shadow Map and Raytraced Shadow. 
Shadow Mapped makes a rough casting shadow rendering and leaves 
ambiguous edges for the shadow, but it runs faster than Raytraced Shadow. 
Raytraced Shadow brings clear edged shadows to objects, but takes al
most four times longer than Shadow Map. Shadow Map is mostly used 
for a shadow preview, while Raytraced Shadow is used for the final ren
dering (FMZ-20a, 3 D VIZ-16e, AT CD-23 -lb). Form-Z and 3DVIZ offer 
more powerful but different shadow function properties. Each light is 
defined to illuminate certain objects with Include or Exclude object 
names. In contrast, Form-Z has the properties to decide if lights cast 
shadow on objects or not.

Under light illumination, the Wireframe model shows plenty of 
colors and textures according to its materials. Generally, the texture of 
an architectural model, just as in Architectural Geometry, are simpler 
than in the real world. Complex colors and textures are achieved by 
Material Editing. Each material has the properties of color, texture, 
shininess, and transparency. Their values are controlled by sliding 
parameter bars (ATCD-22-2b, 3DVIZ-16h, FMZ-19c). The prelimi
nary result will show different shapes like sphere, box or cylinder in a 
sample window (ATCD-fig.2.1.71, FMZ-fig.2.2.103,3DVIZ- 
fig.2.3.126). When a satisfactory material is created, it can be attached 
to selected objects (ATCD-22-2d, 3DVIZ-161, FMZ-19d). Relatively,
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3D VIZ and Form-Z have stronger material creating functions. Com
paring the material compositions of color, texture, shininess and 
transparency, texture is the most complicated factor in deciding what 
objects really look like. Texture is highly developed in 3DVIZ and 
Form-Z. On the other hand, AutoCAD has fewer features to create 
texture, so it sometimes becomes only a modeling tool for users.

When lights are set and material is attached, final rendering 
can be made. All of the three programs have dialog boxes to preset 
Rendering. Normally, typical options to be set are image size, image 
format, shadow casting, and background creating (FMZ-20f,g, 3DVIZ- 
16m, n, ATCD-2,3,4). After that operation, it is time to make final 
rendering. Under the same image settings, 800x600 and TIF image 
format, and almost the same lighting, the time spent rendering in each 
program is listed in the table below.

Rendering Time Comparison

I m a g e  n a m e A u t o C A D F o r m - Z 3D VIZ

Eas t  E le vatio n 33 s 4 5s 116s

South Elevat ion 15 s 10s 24s

We s t  E le vatio n 25s 53s 15 5s

North Elevat ion 4 6s 53s 5 8s

S ou t he a s t  View 25 s 115s 102s

Nor theast  View 30s 130s 135s

Sou t hwes t  View 26 s 121s 6 6s

Northwest  View 25s 82s 85s

Generally, AutoCAD modeling with 3DVIZ rendering and 
animation is a good combination for architectural computer utiliza
tion. Form-Z, as a fully functional program, from modeling to render
ing, brings shows strong and feasible results. Understanding their 
functions and use ranges can illustrate more selections and flexibilities 
for architectural 3D modeling.
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION:
A SYSTEMATIC WAY TO USE COMMANDS IN CRE
ATING AN ARCHITECTURAL 3D MODEL

In comparing those programs of AutoCAD, Form-Z, and 3DVIZ, we have seen many com
mon features. Understanding them, we can find it easily to move from one CAD program to another 
From setting up of drawing to final rendering, 3D Modeling processes normally needs to follow 
three criteria.

4.1 Starting a 3D Model

1. Unit:
In file preference or setting options, there is a selection to set up drawing units, either in E n

glish or Metric. Common units are: 1 unit = 1 inch or 1 unit = 1 millimeter. These units also make i t  
easier to scale the drawing for plotting.

2. Snaps:
Set a grid unit first, then if  Snap is turned on, the mouse will move to the points of the G rid  

mesh. The important setting is Object Snap. Check the snap options which are useful for the current 
drawing in the modeling process. Endpoint and Intersection are two very useful Snaps.

3. Viewports:
The user needs more than one viewport to observe the model in different orientations. Nor

mally, use the Top View or Side View and 3D Isometric or Perspective View.

4. Views Controlling:
The 2D Views Controlling include the functions of Zoom (Enlarging or reducing the model 

area) and Pan (moving model in the X or Y direction). The 3D Views Controlling include functions to  
rotate the view around certain axis, usually the Z-axis, and the Zoom and Pan in 3D views.

5. Coordination System:
Use the XYZ coordinate systems in each viewport will easily locate a point. Type in the coor

dination of X,Y,Z location in the Prompt window is a good way to match or set an exact object position
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6. Command Interface:
Some useful toolbars of commands or tools should be displayed in the drawing area. If the pro

gram supports the Hotkey function, frequently used commands, such as Zoom, Pan, Move, Copy, should 
be set as an abbrevation. This will greatly improve the modeling efficiency of entering commands

7. Layers:
Most programs have Layers which can be used to store objects in independent overlays. Using 

layer can assist in differentiating objects by it element type, color and texture. Layers can be turned on or 
off to show only the relevent objects. This is very useful in removing extraneous clutter.

4.2 Making 3D Model

1. Thinking Modeling Process:
Floor-based and Wall-based Combination are 

two alternative ways to create a 3D model. Floor-based 
Combination is to finish objects in each floor first, 
then raise them by its floor heights, and compose all 
objects together by each floor at a base plan. Wall- 
based Combination is to make a whole piece of wall 
or other objects first, which spread through several 
levels, then combine those pieces together at the base 
plan. These two ways are using in modeling at the 
same time depending on which one is more efficient. 
Usually, if the building elements are varied by each 
floor, the Floor-based Combination is the better way 
to use, and if the building is made up of several big 
walls or slab blocks which cross the floor levels, the 
Wall-based Combination is the right way.

h

Floor-based Combination

Wall-based Combination

2. Creating Walls and Floors:
Besides some simple shapes creating, Section-line Extruding is the better method to create walls 

and floors. Most of time, before a 3D model start creating, fairly clear plans and elevations must have 
been completed. So those plans and elevations can be used as the overlay for modeling. Tracing a single 
wall outline in plan or either in elevation by Osnap is an easy and precise way to make Section-line. 
Extruding Section-line along the height or thickness is the last step to finish that wall.. For some special 
shapes, extruding section-line also can work with an extruding path line or using Form-Z Sweep style 
commands.
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3. Making Windows and Doors:
Windows and Doors are the holes openned on the wall. So the Subtract is the most useful func

tion to make those holes. Creating a 3D solid with the size of window or door and put them at proper 
position and across wall, then subtract it from wall. Using the same way can create the frames for them, 
or making a certain thickness Pline around edge of windows or doors, then extruding it to a 3D object. 
The glass of windows can be shown as a 2D solid or face inside walls. It can be either for one window 
or for more windows on a same wall. It can be either for one window or for more windows on a same 
wall.

4. Creating Stair and Railings:
Stair creation is like making walls and floors by Section-line Extruding, tracing steps outlines 

and extruding along steps raising one by one. For the spiral stairs, the Section or Slice command might 
be useful to make steps at same level then move them up to its positions. Railing is a special form in 
Modeling. The creating way is making a railing axis line and a section shape, then extruding section 
shape along central path line.

4.3 Displaying 3D Model

1. Shading Model:
There are always several display modes in any modeling programs. Wireframe and Shade are 

two basic types, but normally Shading mode is more important. Shading includes rough and smooth, 
clear and edge-showing ways. Trying different modes and familiar with their function at the beginning 
will help using them flexibly during modeling process.

2. Lighting Model:
Spot Light and Point Light are two types of Light, no matter what names it is in different 

programs. Most of time, imitating Sunlight is a goal for Lighting. Using Spot Light as Sunlight and 
Point Light as environment lights is the best way for creating a scene. Setting Shadow Map mode for 
each shadow-casting light at modeling process will be easier and faster to observe new changes. 
Raytrace Shadow had better be used for final rendering which will bring clear and real shadow effects, 
though working slower than Shadow Map.

3. Featuring Model:
3D model is featured by its material textures. For any material editor, a sample window will 

show different results for any changes in material parameters, which have values in colors of Ambient, 
Suffuse, and Highlight parts. Transparency, and Texture mapping.
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4. Rendering Model:
There are several important settings need to adjust before making final rendering. They are 

image size, file saving name, shadow casting, background mode, and environmental lighting effects. 
There is always a dialog box to make these setting done.

After the discussion of this Report, I believe Architectural 3D Modeling will not be a mysteri
ous technique for architects any more. No matter how advance programs reach, their basic ideas and 
functions are the same. Understanding certain process and key issues, 3D Modeling can start in any 
program immediately.
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APPENDIX I 3D M odeling P rogram s Using in A rchitectural S choo ls

SCHOOL NAMES . Web Site AutoCAD 3DMAX FormZ Microstation MAYA , Other
Arizona State University http://www.asu.edu/caed/caedhome.html/ X X X i i

Boston Architectural Center, http://www.the-bac.edu/ X X 1 ‘ ' ; v 7
California Polytechnic University, 

at PAMONA ;
http://www.csupomona.edu/

I ’
X ■ • •! *

. . r - -■
California Polytechnic University, 

at San Luis Obispo
http://www.calpoly.edu/~arch/ X . . . ■ . • '

Catholic Unviersity of America http://www.cua.edu/ X V ' . " i

Columbia University http://www.arch.columbia.edU/web_9900/main.htnn# X X Softimage
Georgia Institute of Technology http://www.arch.gatech.edu/ X X • -  V .  .; X
Harvard University http://www.gsd.harvard.edu/depts/archdept/ X X X X
Illinois Institute of Technology http://www.iit.edu/~arch/ X X
Louisiana State University http://www.cadgis.lsu.edu/design/ . X X X
Ohio State University http://www.arch.ohio-state.edu/arch/faculty/slt/site 

/cover, htm
X ■

Pennsylvania State University http://www.arch.psu.edu/ X X ArchiCAD
Pratt Institute http.7/www. pratt. edu/arch/ugrad/index. html X X X MiniCAD
Princeton University http://www.princeton.edu/~soa/ X X X
Rice University http://www. arch. rice, edu/info/tota linfo. htm X X Alias
SUNY Buffalo http://www.arch.buffalo.edu/ X X X
Syracuse University http://soa.syr.edu/soa.core.html X
Texas A&M University, http://archone.tamu.edu/index.html X X X
University of Arizona http://architecture.arizona.edu/ X X X
University of California 

at Berkeley
http.V/www.ced.berkeley.edu:80/arch/ X X

University of California
at Los Angeles

http://www.aud.ucla.edu/ X X •
i
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APPENDIX I 3D Modeling Programs Using In Architectural Schools

S C H O O L  N A M E S W e b  Site AutoCAD 3D M A X Form Z Microstation M A YA O ther
University o f Florida http://w w w .arch.ufl.edu/ X X X
University o f Houston http://w w w .arch.uh.edu/ X X X
University o f Illinois 

i a t U rbana-C ham paign
http://intrados.arch.uiuc.edu/ X X

University o f M aryland http://w w w .inform .um d.edu:8080/EdR es/C olleges/
A R C H /

X ■ : -

University o f M ichigan http://www.caup.um ich.edu/arch/index.htm l X X X
University o f M innesota http://gum by.arch.um n.edu/architecture/courses.htm l X X
University o f North Carolina  

at Charlotte
http://w ww.coa.uncc.edu/coa/com puting

/com p_wkshp.htm l
X Pow erC A D D

University of Oregon http://arch-guest.uoregon.edu/program s
/resources-index.htm l

X
'

University of Southern California http://www.usc.edu/dept/architecture/ X X X
University o f Southwestern  

Louisiana
http://suze.ucs.usl.edu/~blp0783

/College_of_the_A rts/architecture
X

University of Texas  at Austin http://m ather.ar.utexas.edu/vislab/spring99/ ■' > ' ' X X
University of Utah http://www.arch.utah.edu/ X X X \ " u p F R O N T
University of V irginia http://m inerva.acc.virginia.edu/~arch

/courses/hom e.htm l
X X

University of W ashington http://vcourses.caup.w ashington.edu/w ebcenter 
: . /courses/arch

X X :

University of W isconsin
-M ilw aukee

http://www.sarup.uwm .edu/ATC/default.htm X X 1 -
■ . •

Y a le  University = http://www.yale.edu/architec/Arch.htm l/ X X X
TO TA L N U M B E R 3 7 2 7 2 0 2 5 6 4 6
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APPENDIX II 3D M odeling P rogram s Using In Architectural Firms
; ; F IR M S  f AutoCAD Form -Z 3 D M A X  (SDStudio) Microstation ArchiCAD M iniCAD O T H E R S

A D D  Inc. : X X Infini-D
Anthony A m es A rchitec X ! > :

Architecture R esearch  O ffice ■
? X <! X

Arquitectonica i X i

Bernard Tschum i Architects X
Bholin Cywinski Jackson Architects : i X
Carl Ham pson X X " " ■ '

Centerbrook Architects X '

C esar Pelli &  Associates X X i

Davis C arter Scott X ! ■

Deiss &  Associates, O liver + R ay  Architects; X ;
Delphi Productions X X

Einhom  Y a ffee  Prescott X X X - !

Ellerbe Becket X X X A ES

Eric O w en M oss Architects X X
Estudio B ecker-Ferrari X  ; !

Felderm an +  Keatinge Associates X X X
Form :uLA X
Fox &  Fow le Architects X X
G w athm ey Siegel &  Associates X X -

H D R  Architecture . X X TrueS pace

Hellmuth, O bata +  Kassabaum X ; H O K  Draw

Helm ut Jahn of M urphy/Jahn X
H L W  International ; \ X ;  ̂ ■" ' , - • ;

H N TB X X X
H ouse + House Architects I X ;
Inglese Architecture i X . . ' ' . . . . ■ (
John Lum sden X X ;

Kajima Corporation ; X i C A TIA

Ken Y eang X X X
Kiss +  Cathcart Architects X
Kohn Pedersen Fox X X X Artisan
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APPENDIX II 3D M odeling P rogram s Using In A rchitectural Firm s i: ' j '
F IR M S A utoC A D Form -Z 3D M A X  (SDStudio) Microstation A rchiCAD M iniC A D O T H E R S

KovertHawkins Architects X i X Strata StudioPro
M achado & Silvetti Associates X X
M achado and Silvetti Associates ! _

Morphosis ; X X
N atalye Appel Architects !

NBBJ X X X X A lias/W avefront
Nelson Design X ; i !

Office dA X X X X
Pentagram  Architecture X X  ;
Perkins & W ill X X X X
Peter L. G luck & Partners i Integra T B T 4 .30 , A R R IS
Polshek and Partners Architects X
R.L. Binder, FA IA X I
R afael V inoly Architects X A lia s /W a v e  Front
Resolution: 4  Architecture X / X ": y . . . ■ , '

R ichard R auh & Associates X X
R ober A. M. Stern Architects X X : : ,  y ■ ' . " . -

Rogers M arvel Architects X
Schw artz Archtiects X X :

Skidm ore, Owings & Merrill X ' : IBM  A & E  M odel Program
The Jerde Partnership Internaitonal X X
T R O /T h e  Ritchie O rganization X X X i
Tsao  &  McKnown Architets X X i

van Dijk P ace  W estlake  Architects X X X
Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates X r
V istaara Architects X X i
Voorsanger &  Associates Architects X . * .
W endy Evans Joseph Architects : X ,

TO TA L F IR M  N U M B E R  6 0 33 25 26 9 4 6 11
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